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Abstract
ELCOS is a flexible code system for the stationary simulation of light water reactor
cores. It consists of the four computer codes ETOBOX, BOXER, CORCOD and
SILWER. The users manual of the first one is presented here.

From a basic neutronic data library in ENDF/B format, the code ETOBOX pro-
duces a condensed cross section library. Smooth cross sections are integrated into
energy groups. In the ETOBOX "resonance range" the resonance parameters are
transformed into pointwise cross sections. Outside this range the resolved as well as
the unresolved resonances are integrated into groups for 3 values of the temperature
and 4 values of the dilution cross section.

The transfer matrices are calculated in the epithermal as well as in the thermal en-
ergy range for a given order of anisotropy for the elastic and the inelastic scattering,
as well as for the (n,xn) reactions.

In the thermal energy range the transfer matrices are calculated for a maximum
of 10 different temperatures. The pointwise resonance cross sections are Doppler
broadened for the same temperatures.

A working library can be defined as a reduced list of the nuclides calculated, where
the coupling between each other is established for burnup calculations.

This manual shows all input commands which can be used while running the differ-
ent modules of ETOBOX. The last chapter describes the library produced.
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1 General Information

1.1 The ELCOS code system for LWR configurations

The Eir-Lwr-COdeSystem ELCOS has been developed at the former Swiss Federal
Institute for Reactor Research EIR, presently Paul-Scherrer-Institute, PSI. The aim
was to obtain a flexible code system for the stationary simulation of light water
reactor cores. It can also be used for the generation of most of nuclear input data
needed for the dynamic analysis of nuclear power plants. ELCOS consists of the
following four codes:

• ETOBOX generates from a basic library in ENDF/B-format a groupwise
(resp. pointwise in the resonance range) cross-section library.

• BOXER performs cell and two-dimensional transport and depletion calcula-
tions.

• CORCOD computes interpolation coefficients based on the BOXER results.
These coefficients are later used in the three-dimensional calculations.

• SHiWER simulates the reactor core by three-dimensional neutronic and ther-
mal hydraulic calculations.

ELCOS was written in FORTRAN-77. The use of direct access files, as well as
the dynamic memory allocation, produces short running times also for complex
problems. Most of the input data can be addressed through keywords, which renders
the input very comfortable. The structure of ELCOS is presented in Figure 1.1,
where the coupling of the codes to each other is shown along with the most important
files.

1.1.1 ETOBOX: Prepara t ion of the cross section library

ETOBOX allows the handling of data in ENDF/B format (up to ENDF/B-5) and
produces a cross section library for the code BOXER. The smooth cross sections are
integrated into energy groups. The scattering matrices (elastic, inelastic and (n,xn)
reactions) are calculated for the given order of the anisotropy (presently Po and Pi,
with a P2 transport correction for the elastic scattering). In the so called resonance
range (presently between 1.3 and 907 eV) the resonance parameters are transformed
into pointwise lists for different temperatures (1.1). Above 907 eV the resonance
cross sections are integrated into groups for different values of the temperature and
the dilution cross section (1.2). In the thermal energy range the scattering matrices
are calculated through integration of the 5(a, /3)-matrices given in ENDF/B, or by
means of the free gas model.

The structure of the present library is based on 70 energy groups with the thermal
cutoff at 1.3 eV. The library contains 162 nuclides or mixtures. Most of them are
taken from JEF-1 (L3_), the erbium isotopes come from the Russian file BROND-2
(L4), and 155Gd from the Japanese file JENDL-2 (L5).
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1.1.2 BOXER: Cell- and two-dimensional calculations

BOXER is a modular code for the two-dimensional calculation of LWR configura-
tions (L6). The main parts of the code are:

• Cell calculation: In the configuration to be treated the most important cell
from the point of view of the neutron spectrum is chosen as the "principal
cell type". It will be calculated with white boundary conditions. Its outgoing
partial currents can be used as boundary conditions for the other cell types and
for the homogeneous materials. The cell calculation begins with the resonance
calculation in two material zones and about 8000 lethargy points depending on
the composition of the material. The resulting ultra fine spectrum is used as
weighting function to condense the pointwise cross sections into groups (1.7).
Afterwards a one-dimensional flux calculation is done with a transport method
in cylindrical or slab geometry and in 70 energy groups, in all zones of the cell
(1.8). Then the cross sections of the cell are condensed spatially as well as
energetically.

• Two-dimensional modules: The configuration is represented by a X-Y
mesh grid. The flux distribution is calculated with a diffusion or a trans-
port module (L9). The results are the multiplication factor k^, the neutron
flux, the power distribution and the reaction rates. A spatial and energetic
condensation of the group constants produces the input data for the correlation
code CORCOD.

• Burnup: The variation of the isotopie densities in each material of the config-
uration is calculated using reaction rates collapsed to one group by weighting
with the multigroup fluxes from the cell- and the two-dimensional calcula-
tions. The time dependence of the nuclide densities is described by Taylor
series. The densities of nuclides with high destruction rates are assumed to
be asymptotic. An iterative correction adjusts the fluxes within the time step
in order to keep the power constant. The effect of the changing spectrum on
the reaction rates is taken into account by a predictor-corrector method and
by density dependent one-group cross sections within the time step for 239Pu
and 240Pu (approximated by a rational function). A time step can be divided
into several micro-steps without recalculating the reaction rates in order to
improve the numerical accuracy of the depletion calculation.

1.1.3 CORCOD: Correlation code

The results obtained from BOXER (condensed group constants, koo, etc.) are rep-
resented as polynomials of some independent state variables, which can be: power
density, burnup, actual and burnup weighted water density, water and fuel tem-
perature, soluble boron concentration and 135Xe density. The coefficients of the
polynomials constitute the library for the 3D code SILWER. For each free vari-
able the maximum order can be given by input. The coefficients are determined
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by a least squares fit or by a statistical method which automatically suppresses the
unimportant terms (1.10). The list of the terms can also be modified through input.

1.1.4 SILWER: Three-dimensional LWR simulation code

This code simulates a LWR core in steady state operation. The configuration con-
sidered consists of the active core with its reflectors. The calculation concerns the
multiplication factor keff and the spatial distribution of power, burnup, neutron flux,
water density and fuel, clad and water temperature, as well as critical heat flux and
DNBR. As an option the position of the control rods, the boron concentration or
the power can be adjusted to a given keff. The main parts of SILWER are:

• Neutronic modules: The multiplication factor and the spatial distribution
of flux and power can be calculated with two different nodal diffusion modules,
one with polynomial expansion (1.11) and the other with analytical solutions
of the diffusion equation in each node (1.12).

• Thermal hydraulics: SILWER has two thermal hydraulic modules, one for
pressurised water reactors (PWR) and the other for boiling water reactors
(BWR). The calculated characteristics are the void fraction, pressure drop,
distribution of the mass flow, water temperature and density, and temperature
distribution in fuel and clad (1.13).

• Local power density: With the module PINPOW it is possible to get the
power density in each pin and each node of the configuration (1.14).

• Interpolation of the group constants: This is done for each node of the
configuration on the basis of the interpolation coefficients from CORCOD.

The system variables (power distribution, thermal hydraulics, control mechanisms)
are evaluated iteratively. The burnup distribution is calculated through integration
over a time step assuming a constant value of the system variables during the time
step.

1.1.5 General references on ELCOS

1.1 J.M. Paratte:
Elargissement Doppler des Résonances Résolues en ETOBOX
EIR-Bericht Nr. 552 (März 1985)

1.2 J.M. Paratte:
Elargissement Doppler et Intégration des Résonances non Résolues en ETOBOX
EIR-Bericht Nr. 560 (Juni 1985)

1.3 J. Rowlands, N. Tubbs:
The Joint Evaluated File: A New Data Resource for Reactor Calculations
Proc. Int. Conf. on Data for Basic and Applied Science,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, May 13-17, 1985, Vol. 2, p. 1493
Gordon and Beach (1986)
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1.4 A.I. Blokhin, B.I. Fursov, A.V. Ignatyuk, V.N. Koshcheev, E.V. Kulikov,
B.D. Kuzminov, V.N. Manokhin, M.N. Nikolaev:
Current Status of Russian Evaluated Neutron Data Libraries
(Files BROND-2, FOND and ABBN-90)
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk, Kaluga Region (Russia)
Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Data for Science and Technology,
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, May 9-13, 1994, Vol. 2, p. 695

1.5 Y. Kikuchi et al.:
Present Status and Benchmark Tests of JENDL-2
Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Data for Science and Technology,
Antwerp, Belgium, Sept. 6-10, 1982, p. 615

1.6 C. Maeder, J.M. Paratte:
Calculation of LWR Fuel Elements Containing Burnable Poisons and Plutonium
Trans. ANS 20, 359 (1975)

1.7 J.M. Paratte:
Calcul du Spectre Fin et Intégration des Sections Efficaces de Résonance dans
les Cellules (Programme SLOFIN de BOXER)
EIR-Bericht Nr. 602 (Oktober 1986)

1.8 J. Stepanek, J. Ligou, C. Maeder:
The Mixed Method, a Solution Making Use of Both the Integral and Differ-
ential Forms of the Transport Equation in High P^ Approximation
EIR-Report No. 271 (1975)

1.9 C. Maeder:
QP1, a Transport Program in x-y Geometry Based on Function Expansions
in Angle and in Space.
EIR-Bericht Nr. 290 (September 1975)

1.10 D.M. Davierwalla:
REGSTEP - Stepwise Multivariate Polynomial Regression with Singular Ex-
tensions
EIR-Bericht Nr. 333 (September 1977)

1.11 C. Maeder:
A Nodal Diffusion Method with Legendre Polynomials
Topical meeting on "Advances in Reactor Physics", Gatlinburg, Tennessee,
April 9-13, 1978
CONF 780401 (p. 121)

1.12 M. Makai, C. Maeder:
A Fast Nodal Neutron Diffusion Method for Cartesian Geometry
Nuclear Science and Engineering 84, p.390 (1983)
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1.13 K. Foskolos, S. Güntay, G. Varadi:
Die Core-Thermohydraulik-Moduln des LWR-Simulationscodes SILWER
EIR-Bericht Nr. 442 (Januar 1982)

1.14 P. Grimm, M. Aboudy, A. Galperin, M. Segev:
A Test of Main Stream Pin Power Reconstruction Methods
(to be published in Nuclear Science and Engineering)
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ETOBOX
Cross Section Processing,
Collapsing to Groups

BOXER
Cell, Two-Dimensional
Transport and Depletion
Calculations

CORCOD
Fits of Homogenized Cross
Sections

SILWER
Three-Dimensional LWR
Core Simulation

ENDF/B
orJEF

Basic Cross
Sections

BOXLIB
Group
library

INITIAL
Intermediate

Results

GENFIL
Homogenized

Cross
Sections

CORFIL
Interpolation
Coefficients

SILFIL
SILWER
Results

CODES INTERFACES

Figure 1.1: ELCOS code system overview
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1.2 Description of the Problem Solved by ETOBOX
The computer code ETOBOX is the first part of the code system ELCOS. It gener-
ates a group cross section library with pointwise representation of the resonances us-
ing the information contained in a basic cross section library with standard ENDF/B
format (e.g. any ENDF/B file till version B-5, or JEF-1, or others). The organisation
and the format of the resulting library is compatible with the requirements of the
cell- and two-dimensional computer code BOXER.

The calculation models used in ETOBOX follow the recommendations from the
ENDF/B manuals {2A.,2L£)- Hereafter some general descriptions of the methods axe
given for the most important parts of the code.

The smooth cross sections are integrated into energy groups by means of the
following formula:

ax(E)

with: $ 5 = / ' dE- <f>{E)

x: one of the neutronic reactions treated (see page A.4)

The weighting spectrum 4>{E) can either be given through input data, or be taken
from a built in formula (see Appendix 1).

The mean velocity in each group is calculated with:

The factor F modifies the units to get the velocity vg in (cm/sec).

The elastic scattering matrices are calculated for the order of anisotropy defined
by input. The formula used for the integration is:

rEh t\

dE'dE

h order of anisotropy
Pi(fi): Legendre polynomial

The function a(E —> E', fi) is separated:

The function f(E,E') is calculated through the kinematic equations, while the
anisotropy function p(/z, E) is taken from file 4 of ENDF/B.

The order of the anisotropy of the matrices is limited to L (input value). The diag-
onal terms of the matrices and the total cross section axe transport corrected with
the terms of higher order:
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(for: / = 0,

At this stage of the calculation, the higher moments of the flux, (j>l(E) for / > 0, are
not known. In ETOBOX it is assumed that:

where <j>{E) is the weighting spectrum.

The terms from the inelastic scattering and from the (ra, xn) reactions are added
co the elastic scattering matrices o"^^, taking into account the multiplicity factor
x. Here the functions / (£ , E') are taken from file 5 of ENDF/B (ETOBOX cannot
use the matrices from file 6 of ENDF/B).

The absorption cross section is then computed from the balance equation:

h

The production cross section is defined as:

{v<j})g = -J- / * ' dE • u(E) • <rf(E) - <f>{E)

The number of neutrons produced per fission in each group is given by:

vg = — l — - J ' ' dE' v{E) • (Tf(E) • <j>{E)

The fission spectrum is calculated as a vector according to the formula:

v{E) • af{E) • <j>{E) f* dE' • x(E, E')
™ NJo

with: N =

The number of delayed neutrons per fission, vjg, is calculated with the same
formula as for the total number, vg:

'" dE-vd(E)

For each family m of delayed neutrons, the spectrum of the delayed neutrons
is obtained through:

Xm9 = ^-[°°dE- vd{E) • *,(E) • <f>(E) t dE' • Xm(E, E')
•rJd Jo JE on
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with: Nd =
s

The resonance cross sections are calculated at 0°K as a pointwise list in func-
tion of the lethargy from tue resonance parameters using one of the following models
(2,3):

t Breit-Wigner single-level

• Breit-Wigner multi-level

• Reich-Moore multi-level
The Adler-Adler model which is also built in the code, was never used till now.

Below the upper limit ERS of the so-called resonance range (in the present library:
ERS = 907 eV), the pointwise cross sections are Doppler broadened for some (given)
values of the temperature (2^4, 1A). Below the lower limit ERI of the resonance
range (presently: ERI = 1.3 eV), the pointwise cross sections are integrated into
groups in the same manner as smooth cross sections (i.e. for infinite dilution), but
for every temperature where the Doppler broadening was done. These group values
will be interpolated over the temperature in the code BOXER.

Above ERS, the pointwise resonance cross sections are also integrated into groups,
but for 3 different temperatures T: 20, 1100 and 2800 °C, and taking into account 4
different values of the dilution cross section o^: 10, 100, 1000 and oo barn. During
a calculation in BOXER, the actual values of the cross sections have to be obtained
through interpolation on the temperature T and on the equivalent dilution cross
section <xeq (2.5).

The unresolved resonance cross sections are also transformed into a list of
lethargy points (L2), for the same 3 temperatures as for the resolved resonances
above ERS, and also for the same 4 values of the dilution cross sections:

• If the lower limit ELU of the unresolved resonance range is lower than the upper
limit of the resonance range of ETOBOX: ELU < ERS, then in BOXER the list
of points will be interpolated as such on the temperature and the equivalent
dilution cross section.

• Above ERS, the unresolved resonance cross sections are integrated into groups
for the 3 temperatures and the 4 values of the dilution cross section, in the
same manner as the resolved cross sections above ERS.

The scattering matrices in the thermal energy range are normally calculated
according to the free gas model. For some moderating nuclides (H in H2O, D in
D2O, Be in metallic form, Be in BeO, etc.) the thermal scattering matrices are
obtained through integration of the S(a,ß) matrices given in file 7 of ENDF/B.

So far all nuclides included in the library LIBRAN are independent from each other.
For burnup calculations the coupling of the nuclides through neutronic reactions or
radioactive decay, as well as the production of fission products through fission, have
to be described. This is done in the last module CHAINS on the basis of input data.
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1.4 Input Rules and Manual Conventions
All the input data are built of "words". Two types of words have to be distinguished:

o the names must begin with a letter (a,b,...,z). There is no difference between
lowercase and uppercase letters (except in comments or titles where they are
taken just as they are written).

• the numbers consist of ciphers (0,l,...,9), signs + or -, decimal point . and
an exponent E. In an integer number the point . or the exponent E shall not
appear. A real number may be written without a point or an exponent. Any
of the following formats can be used to define a real constant:

1234 1234.0 1.234E+03 12.34E+2 123.4+1

All input commands are given in "free format". Empty lines are ignored. One or
more blanks act as one comma (see below). A line may not be longer than 132
columns.

The words and numbers are separated by 4 types of separators which are parentheses:
'(' and ' ) ' , commas: ',' or one or more empty positions (blanks) ' ', and equal signs:
'= ' . A blank being a separator cannot appear inside a word. The following rules
apply to all commands:

• The modules to be used for a given calculation, the input blocks and the
options chosen are addressed through keywords. In an input list a keyword
may be considered as an address where the following input data are stored.

• An input command may be continued on several lines. The last character on
the line should be a separator, if not, a comma : ',' is assumed (a word must
be fully contained on a single line). A list of options is included in parentheses:
'( ' and ') ' .

• Any string following a slash ' / ' OI1 a l i n e is ignored, which allows to introduce
comments into the input data. The slash may be the first non-blank character
on the card.

• Any line starting with an asterisk '*' followed by a string is considered as a
title. The 80 first characters of the title are reproduced in the first line at the
top of each page of the output, along with additional information (name of
the code, date and time, etc.). Many such cards may be given, but the last
one only will be retained.

Following general rules and conventions apply to this user's manual:

• In the following description words typed in typewri te r form indicate names
reserved for modules, files or input keywords.

• Variables which can be defined by input are indicated by slanted words.
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• The keywords are written in UPPERCASE letters. Not more than 6 characters
are recognised by the code, even when more are written here for mnemonic
reasons. Less than 6 characters can be given in input; in the list of keywords
actually valid at a given point of input, the code will use the first keyword
satisfying the word given in input. At each level of the input data, the actual
list of possible keywords will be given in the order in which it is used in t ie
code.
Example: Let's assume the following (partial) list of keywords:

...,T0LKEF, TDLFLU, . . .

If only TOL is given in input, the parameter modified will always be TQLKEF.
To modify TOLFLU, one has to write at least TOLF.
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1.5 Structure of the Code ETOBOX
The structure of ETOBOX is shown on the following flow chart:

ETOBOX
Choice of modules

EHDLIB
Transfer of information from the
original basic library to the local
basic library ENDFB

TARATA(RANTOBCD / BCDTORAH)
Transformation of the library file
from LIBRAN to LIBBCD, and reverse
(RAH/BIN — • SEQ/BCD)

TARSEQ(RANTOSEQ / SEQTORAH)
Transformation of the library file
from LIBRAN to LIBSEQ, and reverse
(RAH/BIH —y SEQ/BIH)

MODLIB
Modification of the content of
LIBRAN. Add nuclides from LIBSOR,
suppress nuclides or nuclide
temperatures

MICROS
Loading of selected nuclides from
ENDFB on the groupwise library
LIBRAN

MIXTURE
Generation of pseudo-nuclides by
mixing of nuclides already existing
on LIBRAN

THERM
a) Doppler broadening of resonance

cross sections
b) Elastic scattering matrices in the

thermal range
(File7)

CHAINS
Definition of the coupling between
burnup-sensitive nuclides

MICINT
General part of the library

(Fuel)

RESCAL
Pointwise cross sections in the
resonance range

(File2)

SMOGRO
a) Groupwise cross sections
b) Elastic scattering matrices

in the epithennal range
(File3 and Fiie4)

SPESEC
a) Inelastic scattering matrices
b) (n,xn)-reaction matrices
c) Fission spectrum

(File5)

Figure 1.1: Flow-Chaxt of ETOBOX
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1.6 Interface Files
The file names used in ETOBOX are ]

Unit

5
6
1
2
3
4
9
12
7
8
14
13
10
11
15
16

Table 1.1: List

File

TA
TB
ENDFB
DISPLA
TAPEF3
TAPEF4
LIBBCD
LIBRAN
LIBSEQ
LIBSOR
BOXRAN
FIL7MS
SCRMAT
DELAYN

Form

B C D
B C D

BIN/BCD
BIN/BCD

BIN
BCD
BIN
BIN
BCD
BIN
BIN
BIN
BIN
BIN
BIN
BIN

of the file

Access

SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
SEQ
RAN
SEQ
RAN
RAN
RAN
SEQ
SEQ

1. General Information

isted below:

; names referenced in ETOBOX

Contents

input
output
copy of an ENDF/B file
copy of an ENDF/B file
copy (partial) of TA and/or TB
copy (partial) of TA and/or TB
copy of file 3 of ENDFB for a given nuclide
copy of file 4 of ENDFB for a given nuclide
global cross section library
global cross section library
global cross section library
another global cross section library
cross section library for burnup calculations
copy of file 7 of ENDFB for a given nuclide
scratch file (transfer of epithermal matrix)
scratch file (parameters of the delayed
neutrons)

The form and access mode of the files are defined as follows:

BIN : Unformatted binary file
BCD : Card-image (coded) file
RAN : Random-access file (needs subroutines of the

code system to be read or written)
SEQ : Sequential access

The cross-reference map between modules and interface files is given on the next
figure, where ' W stands for 'writes1, 'R' for 'reads', ' 0 ' for 'opened' and ' C for
'closed'.
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1.7 Choice of Operations
An ETOBOX job is structured through a series of commands defining the modules
to be executed within this job. The general format for the choice of modules in
ETOBOX is:

CALL (name)

where name is a keyword standing for one of the following modules:

ENDLIB : Manipulation of the basic library in ENDF/B format. Changing the
format between BCD and binary. Mixing ENDF/B files.

MODLIB : Modification of the list of nuclides already present in the library
LIBRAN. Adding nuclides from an already existing library LIBSOR to
the library LIBRAN.

RANTQSEQ : Transformation of the random-access library LIBRAN into the sequen-
tial binary file LIBSEQ

SEQTORAN : Transformation of the sequential binary file LIBSEQ into the random-
access library LIBRAN

RANTOBCD : Transformation of the random-access library .LIBRAN into the card-
image file LIBBCD

BCDTORAN : Transformation of the card-image file LIBBCD into the random-access
library LIBRAN

MICROS : Characteristics of the library to be created: energy group boundaries,
weighting spectrum, etc. Loading of additional nuclides in the library
LIBRAN.

MIXTURE : Creation of mixtures (alloys and molecules) of several nuclides to be
added in LIBRAN.

THERM : Doppler-broadening of cross sections and thermal scattering matrices,
for given temperatures.

CHAINS : Creation of the application library BOXRAN with coupling between nu-
clides (decay, fission products and neutron reactions).

The last command of an ETOBOX job must be:

END (comment) or: END)

The comment has no meaning for the code and can be omitted. More input lines
can be given after this last END, but they are not used by the code.

Except for CALL (SEQTORAN), CALL (RANTOSEQ), CALL (BCDTORAN) and CALL (RANTOBCD),
each module choice command is followed by the specific input cards proper to this
module. The modules can be called in any sequence and the appropriate operations
are executed immediately. Therefore the user must take care that the information
needed in a given module is available in the corresponding files.



2.1

2 Commands and Input for ENDLIB

The input needed by ENDLIB is the information stored on a file with ENDF/B for-
mat. Up to two such files made available under the local names TA and TB can be
treated simultaneously. The result of the manipulations is the transfer of all infor-
mation available for one or more ENDF/B materials from TA and TB onto the file
ENDFB (and optionally also onto the file DISPLA) as indicated on Figure 2.1 (see also
the Examples, page 2.5):

TB

BOI EOI

DISPIA

Figure 2.1: Transfer of information from TA and TB onto ENDFB

TA and TB can be in binary as well as in BCD ENDF/B format. The resulting
file ENDFB is always in standard binary format. A copy of ENDFB in standard BCD
format can be made available under the name DISPLA.

The commands controlling the operations in ENDLIB are explained hereafter.
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2.1 (type, mode, TAform, TBform)

Purpose:

Defines the version of the basic ENDF/B librarj- used, the file(s) on which it is
stored, and the access mode of the materials.

Format:

type = B-l : Version of ENDF/B format used.
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5

mode = MAT

ZA

TAIorm =

TBform =

BCD
BINARY
NO

BCD
BINARY
NO

Materials are chosen according to their identifica-
tion number in ENDF/B .
Materials are chosen according to the number:
ZA = 1000-Z + A,
with: Z = number of protons,

A = number of nucléons.

File TA is in BCD format.
File TA is in binary format.
File TA is not used.

File TB is in BCD format.
File TB is in binary format.
File TB is not used.

E x a m p l e : (B -5 , MAT, BCD, NO)
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2.2 Title, ml, m2, m3 in format (A66,14,12,13)
Purpose:

Defines the header of the partial copy of the general basic library according to the
standard ENDF/B format.

Format:

Title : An alphanumeric string of less than 66 characters which is
placed on ENDFE (and, if requested, also on DISPLA) as the
title of the library according to the standard ENDF/B format.
If the first 4 positions of this line are empty, the line is jumped
and the next one is considered as a title.

ml : Material number.

m2 : File number.

m3 : Section number.

Remarks:

• This is the only formatted command in the whole code input. The reason is
consistency with the definition of formats in the standard ENDF/B files.

• The parameters ml, m2 and m.3 have the same meaning as the parameters
MAT, MF and MT in the title of a standard ENDF/B file. In ETOBOX they
are optional.

Example:

U-238 from JEF-1
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2.3 DO (displa, materiali, materiate)

Purpose:

Defines the materials to be transferred from the basic library to the files ENDFB and
DISPLA.

Format:

displa = YES : File DISPLA will be produced.
NO : No BCD copy of ENDFB will be produced.

material 1, : Any material on TA and/or TB whose identification
material2 number lies between materiali and material2 will

be transferred onto ENDFB (limits included).
If mode = MAT, materiali and material2 refer to
the MAT numbers of the ENDF/B list.
If mode = ZA, they must be given consistently with
the definition of ZA in the ENDF/B library.

Remarks:

• This command may be repeated as many times as necessary. For each repeti-
tion the files TA and TB are rewound. The files ENDFB and DISPLA are rewound
only once for each CALL (ENDLIB).

• materia]! and material2 can be numbers which do not correspond to any
material existing on ENDF/B. The command:

DO (NO, 1, 999999)

causes all materials present on TA and/or TB to be transferred onto ENDFB.

• The value materiali must be given as an integer number, even if the mode is
ZA.

Example: DO (NO, 4928, 4928) /U-238 from JEF-1

2.4 END (comment) or: END)

Purpose:

Closes the set of input commands for ENDLIB and returns the flow control to ETOBOX.

Format:

The comment has no meaning for the code and can be omitted.

Example: END (ENDLIB)
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2.5 Examples of input for ENDLIB

1. In Figure 2.1 (see page 2.1) the files TA and TB are both supposed to be par-
tial libraries in ENDF/B-5 format. TA contains four materials with ENDF/B
numbers 1000, 2000, 3000 and 4000 and is in binary format. TB contains three
materials numbered 2500, 2600 and 2700 and is in BCD format. In order to
generate the files ENDFB and DISPLA as indicated on the figure, the following
commands should be used:

CALL (ENDLIB)
(B-5, MAT, BINARY, BCD)
LOADING OF MATERIALS 2000, 2500, 2700, 4000
DO (YES, 2000, 2500) / loading materials 2000 and 2500
DO (YES, 2700, 2700) / material 2700
DO (YES, 4000, 4000) /material4000
END (ENDLIB)
END (ET0B0X)

2. Let us assume that a (partial) copy of ENDF/B-4 containing 235U is stored on
file TA in binary format. In order to transfer the information concerning 235U
to the file ENDFB, the following commands can be used (no file DISPLA will be
generated):

CALL (ENDLIB)
(B-4, ZA, BINARY, NO)
LOADING OF URANIUM-235
DO (NO, 92235, 92235)
END (ENDLIB)
END (ET0B0X)

or, alternatively:

CALL (ENDLIB)
(B-4, MAT, BINARY, NO)
LOADING OF URANIUM-235
DO (NO, 12611, 1261)
END (ENDLIB)
END (ET0B0X)

11261 is the number of 235U in the ENDF/B-4 l ibrary
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3 Commands and Input for MODLIB

Once a list of materials has been established on LIBRAN, it may be necessary to
modify it in some manner. The module MODLIB allows one to delete some of the
temperatures defined for a given material, to completely delete a material, to change
the name of a material, or to suppress the pointwise cross sections. It allows also to
transfer data from an already existing library LIBSOR to the library LIBRAN.

The following commands are understood:

3.1 DELETE (id, th t2, . . . )

Purpose:

Deletes the temperatures f i, <25 • • • from the list of temperatures of the material id.
If the form:

DELETE (id)

is used, the material id disappears from the list of materials on the library LIBRAN.

Format:

id : Name of a material which exists on the library LIBRAN.

il, Ì25 • • • '• Temperatures (degree-C) that are already defined in the
list of temperatures for the material id. A maximum of
10 temperatures can be declared.

Example: DELETE (93237, 460) /NP-237: delete T=460dgc
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3.2 RENAME (idold, idnew)

Purpose:

The name of the material idold, which exists on the library LIERAN, is changed to
idnew. The list of materials in the library is re-arranged so that the increasing order
of the material identifiers is preserved. The name idnew may not already exist in
the list of materials.

Format:

idold : Name of a material which exists in the library LIBRAN.

idnew : New name of the material idold.

Example:

RENAME (192238, 92238) /Keep the new X-sect of U-238

3.3 SMOOTH (ida, idb)

Purpose:

All materials the names of which are between ida and idb are transformed into
smooth materials: All pointwise cross sections are suppressed (if they have no reso-
nance cross sections, nothing happens). If only one material is to be modified, the
command can be simplified:

SMOOTH (ida)

Format:

ida : Lower limit of the materials which must be modified on
the library LIBRAN.

idb : Upper limit of the materials which must be modified.

The material names ida and idb need not to exist on LIBRAN. But if only one material
name is given, this material should exist, if not, nothing is done.

Example:

SMOOTH (44101) /suppress the resonance X-sect of Ru-101
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3.4 TRANSFER (ida, idb)

Purpose:

All materials of the library LIBSOR the names of which are between ida and idb are
transferred to the library LIBRAN. If a material with the same name already exists
on LIBRAN, it will be overloaded with the data from LIBSOR. If only one material is
to be transferred, the command can be simplified:

TRANSFER (ida)

Format:

ida : Lower limit of the materials on the library LIBSOR which
must be transferred to LIBRAN.

idb : Upper limit of the materials on the library LIBSOR.

The material names ida and idb need not to exist on LIBSOR. But if only one mate-
rial name is given, this material should exist, if not, no transfer is done.

Example:

TRANSFER (44101, 44103)/ t ransfer a l l Ru isotopes from LIBSOR to LIBRAN

3.5 END (comment) or: END )

Purpose:

Closes the set of input commands for MODLIB and returns the flow control to ETOBOX.

Format:

The comment has no meaning for the code and can be omitted.

Example: END (MODLIB)
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3.6 Example of input for MODLIB

Let us suppose that a library LIBRAN already exists, containing the following nuclides
at the temperatures given:

1001
8016
13027
92235
92238
94239

192238

t = 20.0, 100.0
t = 20.0
t = 20.0
t = 20.0
t = 20.0
t = 20.0
t = 50.0

The temperatures for hydrogen were produced using the Nelkin kernel. They should
be suppressed because they will be replaced using the S(a, ß) matrix (see the input
description for THERM).

A better version of 238U was created and tested under the number 192238. The old
data must be deleted and replaced by the new ones.

The input data to run these modifications are the following:

CALL (MQDLIB)
DELETE (1001, 20.0, 100.0)
DELETE (92238)
RENAME (192238, 92238)
END (modification of LIBRAN)
END (ETOBQX)

The resulting library has the following contents:

1001
8016
13027
92235
92238
94239

(no temperatures defined)
t = 20.0
t = 20.0
t = 20.0
t = 50.0
t = 20.0
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4 Commands and Input for MICROS

The input needed by MICROS consists of general information about the structure of
the library LIBRAN (i.e. energy group boundaries, thermal cutoff, etc.) and specific
information about the materials which will be loaded into LIBRAN. The general part
is normally given only once for the creation of the library. The second part of the
input consists on the declaration of the materials which are to be introduced into
LIBRAN. The biggest part of the needed information is stored on the binary file ENDFB
which must be attached at the beginning of the job, or created using the module
ENDLIB. The random-access library (LIBRAN) must be available to the job with the
'write' permission.

ENDFB is rewound at the beginning of the loading of a new material. Therefore if
more than one material is loaded within the same job, these materials can be given
in an arbitrary sequence.

The results of MICROS are stored on LIBRAN. This file (or its sequential-access versions
LIBSEQ or LIBBCD) must be saved at the end of the job. LIBRAN may contain up to
200 materials, including mixtures (see "Commands and Input for MIXTURE"). These
materials are listed by increasing order of their identification number.

Following commands control the operations in MICROS:
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4.1 Title of the library LIBRAN

TITLE (n)
(text)

{text)

Purpose:

Defines the general title to be put at the head of LIBRAN.

Format:
n : Number of lines of text which form the title of the library.

text : An alphanumeric string up to 80 characters.

Remarks:

• The command: TITLE (n), must be followed by exactly n lines of text. Empty
lines are also counted.

• A maximum of 80 characters per line is transferred to the title.

• No comment lines (introduced by a "/") are allowed between the lines defining
the title (they are not recognised as comments).

e The title of the library may be redefined by a subsequent job.

• This command is optional for MICROS.

Example:

TITLE (20) / Nb. of l ines in the t i t l e

Library prepared with the code ET0B0X (PSI Wuerenlingen, April 24, 1990)

- Basis: JEF-1 for most nuclides ( a l l U- and Pu-isotopes, Gd-157, . . . )
JENDL for Gd-155
ENDF/B4 for some s t ruc ture mater ia ls (Fé, Ni, . . . ) and also for 0-16
The S (alpha,beta) matrices are taken from JEF-1 for H20, D20 and C.
For Be and BeO they come from ENDF/B-3.
For the other nuclides the f ree gas model (bu i l t in) i s used.

- Weighting spectrum - given by the FUNCTION PHI
4 KeV < E : spectrum of a wet c e l l (BAPL-1 c e l l homogenised, the
water density being reduced to 0.7 g/cm**2)
1.3 eV < E < 4 KeV: 1.0/E
E < 1.3 eV : modified Maxwellian spectrum

- 70 energy groups, 33 epithermal groups (E > 1.3 eV), 20 fast groups
(E > 907 eV).
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4 . 2 GROUPS (ng, ngfast, ngf, nblgf, nblgt, en\, e n 2 , •••? Gnng)

Purpose:

Defines the general structure of LIBRAN (number of groups, thermal cutoff, maximum
order of anisotropy, group boundaries).

Format:

ng : Total number of energy groups.

ngfast : Number of energy groups above the resonance range
(enngfast+i is the boundary between the fast and the reso-
nance range).

ngf : Number of epithermal groups (ennfl/+i is the boundary be-
tween the resonance and the thermal range).

nblgf : Maximum order of anisotropy of the transfer matrices in the
epithermal energy range. The anisotropy order of the epi-
thermal matrix of any material cannot exceed nblgf (see block
ISOTOPE). A value of '01 defines isotropie scattering. The mod-
ule SMOGRO will compute a maximum of nblgf+2 scattering
matrices in the epithermal range, but only nblgf+1 matrices
are preserved; the additional matrix is used for the determi-
nation of the transport correction.
The module SPESEC will compute nblgf+1 matrices from the
inelastic scattering and the (n,2n) and (n,3n) reactions.

nblgt : Same as nblgf for the thermal range.

en,- : Upper limit of the i-th energy group (eV). The energies must
be given in decreasing order:

erti > ent+i

It is implicitly assumed that: enns+i = 10~s eV

Remarks:

• This command may be given only once, when LIBRAN does not yet contain any
materials. This command must be given when creating a new library LIBRAN.

• In the fast region (n < ngfast) the cross sections are condensed into groups.
The resonance cross sections are integrated, weighted by the spectrum defined
in the next command.

• In the resonance range (ngfast < n < ngf), the resonance parameters given
in ENDF/B for <rt, <7(n,n)) cr(n,i)

 an<^ a(n,fission) are transformed into a pointwise
list of cross sections as functions of the lethargy. For resonance materials the
definitive scattering matrices are calculated only later in BOXER. The contri-
bution of the (re, xn)-reactions in this region is neglected. For non-resonance
materials the cross sections in this region are determined in the same way as
in the fast region.
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Example:
GROUPS (70, 20, 33, i , 1,
1.5000E+07, 1.0000E+07, 6.0655E+06, 3.6790E+06, 2.2310E+06, 1.3530E+06,
8.2100E+05, 5.0000E+05, 3.0250E+05, 1.8300E+05, 1.1100E+05, 6.7340E+04,
4.0850E+04, 2.4780E+04, 1.5030E+04, 9.1180E+03, 5.5300E+03, 3.5191E+03,
2.2394E+03, 1.4251E+03, 9.0699E+02, 3.6726E+02, 1.4873E+02, 7.5501E+01,
4.8052E+01, 2.7700E+01, 1.5968E+01, 9.8770E+00, 4.0000E+00, 3.3000E+00,
2.6000E+00, 2.1000E+00, 1.5000E+00, 1.3000E+00, 1.1500E+00, 1.1230E+00,
1.0970E+00, 1.0710E+00, 1.0450E+00, 1.0200E+00, 9.9600E-01, 9.7200E-01,
9.5000E-01, 9.1000E-01, 8.5000E-01, 7.8000E-01, 6.2500E-01, 5.0000E-01,
4.0000E-01, 3.5000E-01, 3.2000E-01, 3.0000E-01, 2.8000E-01, 2.5000E-01,
2.2000E-01, 1.8000E-01, 1.4000E-01, 1.0000E-01, 8.0000E-02, 6.7000E-02,
5.8000E-02, 5.0000E-02, 4.2000E-02, 3.5000E-02, 3.0000E-02, 2.5000E-02,
2.0000E-02, 1.5000E-02, 1.0000E-02, 5.0000E-03)
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4.3 Weighting spectrum

SPECTRUM (lspec, nisp, nesp, nbti, inti, nbt2, ink ... nbtnisp, intnisp,
es2, sp2 ... esneap, spnesp)

Purpose:

Defines the weighting spectrum applied to the cross sections during their integration.

Format:

lspec : Type of weighting spectrum:
1 : given by input,
2 : constant (<j>(E) = 1),
3 : use of the built-in formula (see Appendix 1).

The following parameters have only a meaning if a value of 1 has been assigned to
Ispec (spectrum defined by input):

nisp : Number of interpolation regions in the definition table of the
weighting spectrum.

nesp : Number of energy points which describe the weighting spec-
trum.

nbti, ixïttj '• Between the points nbt,_i and nbti of the energy table, the
(i=l,nisp) interpolation scheme defined by inti will be used (The inter-

polation rules are the same as in the ENDF/B method, see
Appendix 2).

es,, spi, : At the energy point es,- the weighting spectrum has the value
(i=l,nesp) spi/esi. The values es,- (eV) must be given in increasing order:

esi+i > es,-

The spectrum needs not be normalised.

Remarks:

• This command must be given when creating a new library LIBRAN.

• This command may be redefined for the calculation of a new material.

• If Ispec > 1, the parameters following lspec can be omitted giving only:
SPECTRUM (lspec).

Example: SPECTRUM (3)
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4.4 TRCSPECTRUM (flf f2, . . . , fng)

Purpose:

This spectrum will be used for the condensation of the transport correction, accord-
ing to the formula:

f
J9 h=l

L : Highest anisotropy order of the scattering matrices.

Q(L+i) . Transport correction of order (L + 1) for the group g.

&h-^g '• Scattering matrix of anisotropy order (L + 1) (from group h to group g).

Format:

fg : Value of the weighting spectrum in the group g.

Remarks:
• This command may be omitted, in which case the weighting spectrum for

the transport correction will be the same as for the other reactions. If a flux
moment of order (L+1) is known for a representative configuration, it can
improve the accuracy of the calculation of the transport correction.

• The spectrum needs not be normalised.

Example:

TRCSPECTRUM (.0456758,.857730,3.16661,6.11199,5.58652,
3.91281,3.73265,2.10670,1.74939,1.21404,
.933874,.748446,.652256,.567332,.526950,
.485517,.413887,.397384,.399801,.396471,
. 772325,. 719096,. 520232,. 338954,. 373158,
.360510,.341852,.547045,.128015,.160137,
. 144838,. 226019,. 0955349,. 0841941,. 0156094,
.0154233,.0158408,.0163801,.0162583,.0160634,
.0165470,.0155570,. 0293360,.0465357,.0584498,
. 149869,.147299,.139963,.0783899,.0499352,
.0347275,.0362525, .0587632,.0664130,.107798,
.146064,.219005,.152792,.119427,.0909728,
. 0841433,. 0836554,. 0693431,. 0455452,. 0407860,
. 0348930,. 0279078,. 0201142,. 0117061,. 00332025)
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4.5 OUTPUT (optioni = vaJuei, option = value^, ...)

Purpose:

Controls the amount of information printed out for each nuclide.

Format:

Keyword identifying the part of the output information
considered according to following table.

Integer value:
1 : this output part is printed out,
0 : this output part is not printed out.

option^

value,-

The keywords allowed for optioni are listed below along with the default values of
the corresponding value,- and a description of the output controlled by this option.

optioni

INPUT
GROUPS

TITLE
FILE1

FILE2

FILE3

FILE4

FILE5

RESONANCES

GROUPCONSTANTS

REACMATRIX

SCATMATRIX

Default
value,-

0
1

1
0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

Corresponding output part

Input commands
Title of the new library, group boundaries,
group values of the weighting spectrum, and
mean velocities per group
Title of the material on ENDF/B
Other information available on Filel of
ENDF/B
Information available on File2 of ENDF/B
(resonance parameters)
Information available on File3 of ENDF/B
(smooth cross sections)
Information available on File4 of ENDF/B
(angular distributions for elastic scattering)
Information available on File5 of ENDF/B
(secondary neutron spectrum)
Pointwise cross sections in the resonance
range
Groupwise cross sections and fission
spectrum
Transfer matrices for each reaction (elastic
scattering, all levels of inelastic scattering,
all (n,xn)-reactions) separately
Total transfer matrix
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Remarks:

• This command may be repeated as many times as wished within one job. Each
time the last ^siue,- is retained for the options specified. Options which are
not specified in this command retain their value from their last definition, or
they have their default values, if they were not previously specified.

• This command is optional. If not given, all options have their default values.

Example: OUTPUT (INPUT=1, FILE2=1)
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4.6 TOLERANCE (optioni = valuei, option = value2, . . .)

Purpose:

Controls the precision of the calculations performed in MICROS.

Format:

optiom : Keyword identifying the operation considered according to
following table.

'• Real value defining the precision to be reached.

The keywords allowed for option^ are listed below along with the default values of
the corresponding valuei and a description of the operation controlled by this option.

option,-

FISSPECTRUM

FPYIELD

RESINTERPOLATION

RESMINDISTANCE

RESMAXDISTANCE

GRQUPCONSTANTS

SCATMATRIX

LEGENDRE

RESOVERLAP

Default
value,-

0.001
0.001

0.05

10"5

0.2

0.001
0.001

10~5

10.0

Corresponding operation

Integral of the weighting spectrum
Yields of the fission products as a mean value
over the full energy range
Tolerance on the interpolation of the point-
wise cross sections in the resonance range
Minimal distance between two consecutive
points of pointwise cross sections (in lethargy
units)
Maximal distance between two consecutive
points2

Integral of the groupwise cross sections
Integral of the transfer matrices and of the
fission spectrum
Minimal absolute value still considered as
non-zero for a Legendre coefficient in the an-
gular distribution of the elastic scattering
For the resonance calculation according to
the Multilevel Breit-Wigner Formula: If the
distance between two resonances is greater
than RESOVERLAP (eV), then the interference
between them is not taken into account.

2If the weighting spectrum is given by input, RESMAX should have a value small enough to avoid
skipping the irregularities of the weighting spectrum.
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Remarks:

• This command may be repeated as many times as wished within one job. Each
time the last value* is retained for the options specified. Options which are
not specified in this command keep their value from their last definition, or
they have their default values, if they were not previously specified.

• This command is optional. If not given, all options have their default values.

Example: TOLERANCE (RESINT=0.02, RES0VER=15.0)
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4.7 ISOTOPE (library, mode, mENDF, ident, itseq, Jaep,
lath, delef)

Purpose:

Defines a new material to be loaded onto LIBRAN from ENDFB.

Format:

library =

mode

B-l
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5

= MAT

ZA

> 0

< 0

Version of ENDF/B used when the file ENDFB at-
tached to this job was created.

The materials on ENDFB are identified according to
their ENDF/B number.
The materials on ENDFB are identified according to
their ZA number.

MAT number or ZA number in ENDFB of the material
considered.

Number under which the material to be loaded will
be identified in LIBRAN.

Interpolation tables are computed for the unresolved
resonances.
Simplified treatment of resonances (no self-shielding
of the unresolved resonances).

order of anisotropy of the transfer matrix in epither-
mal energy range (elastic and inelastic scattering, and
(n, xn) reactions). Jaep < nblgf, see block GROUPS,
order of anisotropy of the transfer matrix in thermal
energy range, lath < nblgt, see block GROUPS.
Increase of the fission energy (MeV) due to captures,
for the nuclide to be loaded, delef is added to the
fission energy taken from ENDFB (see Appendix A.4).

mENDF

ident

itseq

laep

lath

delef

Remarks:

The parameter delef can be omitted. Recommended values are given in appendix
4; they were defined taking into account the energy produced by the capture of the
neutrons which are not used for another fission, so that the calculated energy fits
better to the measured burnup.

Example: ISOTOPE (B-5, MAT, 4949, 94239, 1, 1, 1, 11.30)
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4.8 COMPUTE (comments) or: COMPUTE)

Purpose:

Closes the set of input commands for the loading of a material on LIBRAN and returns
the flow control to MICROS.

Format:

The comment has no meaning for the code and can be omitted.

Example: COMPUTE (94239)

4.9 END (comments) or: END)

Purpose:

Closes the set of input commands for MICROS and returns the flow control to ETOBOX.

Format:

The comment has no meaning for the code and can be omitted.

Example: END (MICROS)
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4.10 Examples of input for MICROS

1. In order to define a new library LIBRAN consisting of 70 energy groups, 20 of
which are fast and 37 thermal, the following input could be used (the options
chosen define the order of anisotropy to be 1 in both the epithermal and
thermal region; the weighting spectrum is the built-in formula):

CALL (MICROS)
GROUPS (70, 20, 33, 1, 1,

1.5E+7, 1.0E+7, 6.0655E+6, 3.679E+6,
2.231E+6, 1.353E+6, 8.21E+5, 5.0E+5,
3.025E+5, 1.83E+5, 1.11E+5, 6.734E+4,

4.085E+4, 2.478E+4, 1.503E+4, 9.118E+3,
5.53E+3, 3.5191E+3, 2.2394E+3, 1.4251E+3,
9.0699E+2, 3.6726E+2, 1.4873E+2, 75.501,
48.052, 27.7, 15.968, 9.877,
4.0, 3.3, 2.6, 2.1,
1.5, 1.3, 1.15, 1.123,
1.097, 1.071, 1.045, 1.02,
0.996, 0.972, 0.95, 0.91,
0.85, 0.78, 0.625, 0.5,
0.4, 0.35, 0.32, 0.3,
0.28, 0.25, 0.22, 0.18,
0.14, 0.1, 0.08, 0.067,
0.058, 0.05, 0.042, 0.035,
0.03, 0.025, 0.02, 0.015,
0.01, 0.005 )

SPECTRUM (3, 0, 0)
END (MICROS)
END (ET0B0X)
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2. The following three nuclides are to be added to the library just created: 235U,
55Mn and 10B (all originated from JEF-1 with ENDF/B-5 format). The two
first materials have resonances. For 235U the self-shielding of the unresolved
resonances and a correction of S.6S MeV for the fission energy will be taken
into account. The identifier of the materials in LIBRAN is chosen as their ZA
number. For 235U the transfer matrices must be linearly anisotropic in the
epithermal energy rangy range as well as in the thermal range, but they will
be isotropie for the other nuclides. The input needed for these operations is:

CALL (MICROS)
*URANIUM-235
ISOTOPE (B-5, MAT, 4925, 92235, 1, 1, 1, 8.68)
COMPUTE (92235)
*MANGANESE-25
ISOTOPE (B-5, MAT, 4255, 25055, 0, 0, 0)
COMPUTE (MANGANESE)
•BORON-10
ISOTOPE (B-5, ZA, 5010, 5010, 0, 0, 0)
END (MICROS)
END (ET0B0X)

3. Natural nickel has to be loaded onto the library from ENDF/B-4. As addi-
tional information the reaction matrices are printed out. The precision of the
calculation of the resonances has been reduced by an order of magnitude. To
identify natural mixtures of nuclides in LIBRAN the ZA number with A = 0 is
used. The following input commands are needed:

CALL (MICROS)
TOLERANCE (RESMIN = l.E-4, RESMAX = 0.02)
OUTPUT (REACMA = 1)
•NATURAL NICKEL
ISOTOPE (B-4, MAT, 1190, 28000, 0, 0, 0)
END (MICROS)
END (ET0B0X)
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5 Commands and Input for MIXTURE

MIXTURE computes group constants for a new material produced as a mixture of
materials already existing on LIBRAN. Therefore, the information needed by this
module is the information already stored on LIBRAN for the materials to be mixed
together, and specification given by input of the proportion of each component in
the mixture. LIBRAN must be made available to the job prior to execution and must
be saved after the new materials have been introduced on it.

The new material is automatically put into the library at the place corresponding
to the identification number assigned to it by input. Its "atomic mass" is computed
as a weighted average of the atomic masses of the components according to the
formula:

N N

t=i t=i

where N is the total number of components of the mixture, it?,- the relative number
of atoms of each component and A,- its atomic mass. This "atomic mass" is used in
three different places:

1. in THERM for the computation of the thermal scattering matrices, as long as
the free gas model is used;

2. in THERM for the Doppler broadening of resonances, if any component of the
mixture is a resonance material;

3. in BOXER for the calculation of the scattering source in the resonance range.

For this reason mixtures consisting of materials with very different atomic masses
should be avoided.

The calculation of a mixture is normally done for the data at 0°K only. If the
mixture does not contain any resonance material, the thermal matrices are also
mixed if the lists of temperatures are the same in all materials of the mixture.

When calculating a new mixture the information concerning radioactive decay or
the yields of the fission products of any component is not taken into account.

The following commands control the operations in MIXTURE:
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5.1 OUTPUT (optioiìi = vaJuei, option = value2, . . .)

Purpose:

Controls the amount of information printed out for each mixture.

Format:

Keyword identifying the part of the output information con-
sidered according to the following table.
Integer value:
1 : this output part is printed out,
0 : this output part is not printed out.

value,-

The keywords allowed for optiom are listed below along with the default values of
the corresponding value,- and a description of the output controlled by this option.

opt ioni

INPUT

GROUPCONSTANTS

SCATMATRIX

RESONANCES

Default
value;

0
1
0
0

Corresponding output part

Input commands
Groupwise cross sections
Transfer matrix in the epithermal region
Pointwise cross sections in the resonance
range

Remarks:

• This command may be repeated as many times as wished within one job. Each
time the last value,- is retained for the options specified. Options which are
not specified in this command keep their value from their last definition, or
they have their default values if they were not previously specified.

• This command is optional. If not given, all options have their default values.

E x a m p l e : OUTPUT (SCAT=1, RESQ=1)
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5.2 TOLERANCE (optioni = valuei, option = value2, ...)

Purpose:

Controls the precision of the calculations performed in MIXTURE.

Format:

tioni : Keyword identifying the operation considered according to
the following table,

value,- : Real value defining the precision to be reached.

The keywords allowed for optioni are listed below along with the default value of the
corresponding valuei and a description of the operation controlled by this option.

optiom

RESINTERP

RESMINDISTANCE

RESMAXDISTANCE

Default

0.01

10"5

0.2

Corresponding operation

Interpolation of the pointwise cross sections in the
resonance range
Minimal distance between two consecutive points
of pointwise cross sections (in lethargy units)
Maximal distance between two consecutive points

Remarks: ,

• This command may be repeated as many times as wished within one job. Each
time the last valu?.- :s retained for the options specified. Options which are
not specified in thic command keep their value from their last definition, or
they have their default values if they were not previously specified.

• This command is optional. If not given, all options have their default values.

Example: TOLERANCE (RESMIN=l-4, RESMAX=0.1)
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5.3 MATERIAL (mixname, idi, fw\, icfe, fw2, . . . idnb, fwnb)

Purpose:

Defines the parameters of the mixture (its identification and components)

Format:

mixname : Number under which the mixture will be identified in LIBRAN.
idi, fi*ì, : Identifier and relative atomic concentration of the i-th com-
(i=l,nb) ponent of the mixture. The material idi must already exist in

LIBRAN.

Remarks:

• A title can be assigned to each mixture by means of a standard title line
(*text). If no title is specified, the last title command of this job will be used.

• If there are no resonance nuclides in the mixture, the thermal group constants
and scattering matrices are also mixed if the lists of temperatures are the same
in all materials of the mixture.

• More than one mixture can be defined within the same job.

• The relative atomic concentrations fw,- of the components of the mixture need
not be normalised; they will be normalised by the code.

• The components of a mixture can be specified in any sequence.

Example:

MATERIAL (26304, 26000,.6923, 24000,.1917, 25055,.0201, 28000,.0959)
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5.4 END (comments) or: END)

Purpose:

Closes the set of input commands for MIXTURE and returns the flow control to ETOBOX.

Format :

The comment has no meaning for the code and can be omitted.

Example : END (MIXTURE)

5.5 Example of input for MIXTURE

The materials: natural Fe (26000), natural Cr (24000), natural Ni (28000) and 55Mn
(25055) already exist on LIBRAN. A typical stainless steel (SS-304) is generated as a
mixture of these materials. The identifier of SS-304 has been chosen to be 26304.

The new material just computed is then mixed with natural boron (another mixture
itself with identifier 5000 made of 20% 10B and 80% UB) in order to generate borated
steel with identifier 26314 (iw/o Bn a t in steel).

For this calculation the following input is needed :

CALL (MIXTURE)
OUTPUT (RESONA = 1)
•STAINLESS STEEL 304
TOLERANCE (RESINT = 0.005)
MATERIAL (26304, 26000, 0.6923, 24000, 0.1917,

28000, 0.0959, 25055, 0.0201)
*Borated stainless steel (1 pc natural boron)
MATERIAL (26314, 26304, 1.0, 5000, 0.05219)
END (MIXTURE)
END (ETOBOX)
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6 Commands and Input for THERM

This module computes the Doppler-broadening of the pointwise resonance cross
sections and the scattering matrices in the thermal range. The principal information
needed by THERM is the cross section values at 0 °K, which are already defined for
each material loaded on LIBRAN by MICROS or MIXTURE. By input the user should
define the temperatures for which Doppler-broadening is computed, the models used
and output and tolerance options. The results of the calculations are stored onto
LIBRAN, which must be made available to the job prior to execution and must be
saved after job end.

The calculation of thermal scattering matrices according to the S(ct,ß) matrices
needs additional input. This is stored on the basic library and must be transferred
to the file ENDFB in the same way as an usual material (see input description of
ENDLIB). The information is read from ENDFB and written on FIL7MS in random-
access mode. If the file FIL7MS already exists and has been made available to the
job, the information is read directly from this file. In other words, when using the
S(a, ß) matrices either

1. the file ENDFB must be available prior to job execution. In this case the file
FIL7MS can be saved at job end for later use,

or

2. the file FIL7MS already exists. In that case it saves computing time to attach
it directly instead of ENDFB.

For the calculation of the scattering matrices ETOBOX offers the choice of three dif-
ferent models: free-gas, Nelkin (for hydrogen in water only) and S(a, ß) matrices.
For each material only one of these three models should be chosen.

The following commands control the operations in THERM:
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6.1 OUTPUT (optioni = vaJuei, option^ = value2, ...)

Purpose:

Controls the amount of information printed out for each new temperature.

Format:

Keyword identifying the part of the output information con-
sidered according to following table.

Integer value:
< 0 : this output part is not printed out,
> 0 : this output part is printed out. For option RESULTS the
amount of output depends on the value of value,-.

The keywords allowed for optioni are listed below along with the default values of
the corresponding vaiue,- and a description of the output controlled by this option.

vaJue,-

option^

INPUT
LIST

RESULTS

Default
value;

0
1

2

Corresponding output part

Input commands
List of the materials present in LIBRAN and
of the temperatures already defined for each
material
Global content of LIBRAN for the materials
treated in this job:

1 : Temperature adapted group constants
2 : Same as 1, and pointwise cross sections

and thermal scattering matrices
3 : Same as 2 and group constants at 0°K
4 : group constants at 0°K and for all

temperatures
5 : Same as 4, and pointwise cross sections

and epithermal and thermal transfer ma-
trices at 0°K and for all temperatures
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Remarks:

• This command may be repeated as many times as wished within one job. Each
time the last value,- is retained for the options specified. Options which are
not specified in this command keep their values from their last definition, or
they have their default values if they were not previously specified.

• This command is optional. If not given, all options have their default values.

• Values 1 to 3 assigned to RESULTS concern only the temperatures defined in
the current job. If a value greater than 3 is given, then the information for
all temperatures already defined in LIBRAN for these materials is printed out
(Caution: With RESULT = 5, the resulting output can be huge!)

Example: OUTPUT (RESULTS=1)
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6.2 TOLERANCES (optioni = valuei, option?, = valuei, ...)
Purpose:

Controls the precision of the calculations performed in THERM.

Format:

optioni '• Keyword identifying the operation being considered, accord-
ing to the following table,

vaiue,- : Real value defining the precision to be reached.

The keywords allowed for optioni are listed below along with the default values of
the corresponding vaiue,- and a description of the operation controlled by this option.

optiom

DOPRANGE

DOPLIMIT

DOPKERNEL

THMATRIX

Default
vaiue;

6.0

1.0

0.01

0.03

Corresponding operation

Defines the integration range during Doppler-
broadening. If |x | /xo > D0PRAN, then it is assumed
that:

Defines the limit between the use of the exact ther-
mal kernel with Simpson integration, and that of
a simplified kernel, during Doppler-broadening. If:

a • E > D0PLIM,
where a = (atomic mass) / {kßoHzmann • T), then
the simplified kernel is used.
Precision of the Simpson integration of the exact
kernel.
Precision of the Simpson integration of the thermal
scattering matrices.

Remarks:

• This command may be repeated as many times as wished within one job. Each
time the last vaiuei is retained for the options specified. Options which are
not specified in this command keep their values from their last definition, or
they have their default values if they were not previously specified.

• This command is optional. If not given, all options have their default values.

Example: TOLERANCE (THMAT=0.01)
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6.3 FREEGAS o r NELKIN or SABMAT

FREEGAS (ident, h, t2, ..., tn)
or: NELKIN (ident, tu t2, . . . , tj)
or: SABMAT (ident, crystal, mENDF, type, m0, ti, t2, ..., £„)

Purpose:

Defines the model to be used for the calculation of the thermal scattering matrices,
and the temperatures to be applied to the material defined by ident.

FREE GAS = free gas model;
NELKIN = Nelkin-model;
SABMAT = use of the S(a, ß) matrices.

Format:

ident

crystal

U

mENDF

type

•OÎ0

Remarks:

Identifier of the material to be treated (it must already exist
on LIBRAN).
one of the 3 words: GRAPHIT, BEMETAL or BEOXID, for choosing
the type of the crystal matrix for the calculation of the terms
of coherent scattering. If not given, the coherent scattering
is calculated on the basis of the cross sections given in MF
= 3, MT = 2 and MF = 4, MT = 2 of ENDFB. If these
cross sections are not given, then the coherent scattering is
neglected.
Temperatures (°C) at which the material ident will be pro-
cessed. No more than 10 temperatures can be defined.
Identifier of the information relating to the 5(a, ß) matrices
in the basic library (similar to the MAT number, see "Com-
mands and Input for MICROS").
One of the two words ATOMS (default value if type is omitted)
or MIXTURE:
type = ATOMS: the material ident is a single atom,
type = MIXTURE: the material ident is a mixture of different
materials.
If type = ATOMS: Number of atoms of ident in the molecule
considered in the information given under mENDF.
If type = MIXTURE: Total number of atoms in the molecule

• A maximum of 10 different temperatures can be defined for each material on
LIBRAN.

• Using the option SABMAT, the temperatures defined in input should be the
same as the ones at which the matrices S(a,ß) are given in ENDFB (no
interpolation of the S(ct, ß) matrices is done in THERM).
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• Two temperatures of the same material are considered to be the same, if their
absolute difference is less than 0.1°C.

• The Nelkin model can be used only for XH in water.

• As soon as one of the commands FREE GAS, NELKIN or SABMAT is given, the
material defined in the command is processed. Therefore if additional infor-
mation is needed (e.g. TOLERANCE), it must precede these commands.

• A title can be assigned to each material processed by means of a standard
title line (*iexi). If no title is specified, the last title defined in this job will
be used.

• The commands FREEGAS, NELKIN or SABMAT can be repeated as many times as
needed.

• About the option MIXTURE: this option should be used only if the different
atoms of the mixture have masses near to each other. For instance, if water
H2O is used instead of XH and 1 60, the resonance calculation in the module
SLOFIN of the code BOXER will be less precise (difference of 1-1.5% in kTO of
the cells)

Examples:

FREEGAS (92238, 20.0, 220.0, 460, 750, 1100)
SABMAT (1001, 4001., 2, 20.4, 50.4, 100.4, 150.4, 200.4, 250.4)
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6.4 END (comments) or: END)

Purpose:

Closes the set of input commands for THERM and returns the flow control to ETQBOX.

Format:

The comment has no meaning for the code and can be omitted.

Example: END (THERM)
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6.5 Examples of input for THERM

1. In an LWR, oxygen 1 60 (8016) can be correctly represented by the free gas
model. In the following example 3 temperatures: 20, 300 and 1100°C are
added to its temperature list:

CALL (THERM)
•Temperatures for oxygen 0-16
FREEGAS (8016, 20.0, 300, 1100)
END (THERM)
END (ET0B0X)

2. The thermal scattering matrices of 1H are determined by integrating the
S(a,ß) matrices stored in the JEF-1 library in ENDF/B-5 format for wa-
ter, under MAT number 4001. This JEF library is made accessible to the job
under file name TA. The 5(or, ß) matrices are given for 8 different tempera-
tures (293.6, 323.6, 373.6, 423.6, 473.6, 523.6, 573.6 and 623.6 °K). In order to
transfer these data on ENDFB and to compute the thermal matrices for these
temperatures, the following input is needed:

CALL (ENDLIB)
(B-5, MAT, BCD, NO)
*S(al fa ,be ta) matrix fo r H-l from JEF-1
DO (NO, 4001, 4001)
END (ENDLIB)
CALL (THERM)
OUTPUT (RESULTS=2)
•Hydrogen H-l (S(al fa ,beta) matrix from JEF)
SABMAT (1001, 4001, 2 , 20.4, 50 .4 , 100.4, 150.4, 200.4, 250.4)
SABMAT (1001, 4001, 2 , 300.4, 350.4)
END (THERM)
END (ET0B0X)

Remarks:

• The word ATOMS has been omitted: it is the default value.

• The calculation of the thermal scattering matrices of hydrogen is a rather
big concern. To reduce the duration of the job, it would be better to
calculate only 2 or 3 different temperatures in 3 or 4 separate jobs.
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7 Commands and Input for CHAINS

During cell and two-dimensional calculations with BOXER, only the information
concerning the materials present in the actual configuration is needed. LIBRAN may
contain information for many more materials and/or reactions than the ones actually
needed. CHAINS allows the user to pick the information corresponding to his actual
needs from LIBRAN and to place it along with information concerning nuclide decay
and coupling reactions between nuclides (defined by input) on a working library
BOXRAN.

All nuclides copied from LIBRAN to BOXRAN are divided into 3 classes:

1. Structure ma te r i a l s : All the nuclides the density of which is not modified
during the burnup, as water density, clad, etc., are defined as belonging to
class 1.

2. Fission products: The density of these nuclides depends on the burnup, but
the nuclides are not fissile.

3. Heavy nuclides: These nuclides can be fissile, or they can be produced from
a fissile nuclide through neutronic reactions or radioactive decay.

The coupling of the nuclides through neutronic reactions or radioactive decay must
be done inside a class of nuclides, for instance a heavy nuclide cannot be transformed
into a fission product otherwise than through fission, and a fission product cannot
be transformed into anything else than another fission product.

The source of information LIBRAN must be made available to the job prior to exe-
cution. The resulting library BOXRAN must be saved at the job end.

The following commands control the operations in CHAINS:
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7.1 OUTPUT (optioni = valuei, option = vaJue2, ...)

Purpose:

Controls the amount of information printed out for each definition of a new library.
Format:

optioni '• Keyword identifying the part of the output information con-
sidered according to the following table,

value,- : Integer value:
0 : this output part is not printed out,
1 : this output part is printed out.

The keywords allowed for optioni are listed below, along with the default values of
the corresponding valuei and a description of the output controlled by this option.

optioni

INPUT
FPYIELD

FPDES
FPREA

HVDES
HVREA

Default
value;

0
1

• 1

1

1
1

Corresponding output part

Input commands
Matrix of the yields of the fission products of each fissile
nuclide
Decay matrix of the fission products
Matrix of the coupling among fission products through
neutronic reactions
Decay matrix of the heavy (fissile) nuclides
Matrix of the coupling among heavy nuclides through
neutronic reactions

Remarks:

• This command may be repeated as many times as wished within one job. Each
time the last value,- is retained for the options specified. Options which are
not specified in this command keep their values from their last definition, or
they have their default values if they were not previously specified.

• This command is optional. If not given, all options have their default values.

Example: OUTPUT (FPD=0)
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7.2 ADD (identa, identb, class)
Purpose:

Defines the materials to be copied from LIBRAN to BOXRAN,

Format:

identa,, : All materials existing on LIBRAN with identifiers between
identb identa and identb will be copied onto BOXRAN; they all be-

long to the same class.
class : Integer designating the burnup behaviour of the material

copied:
1 : the density does not vary with burnup (structure

material),
2 : fission product (cannot be fissile),
3 : heavy nuclide (can be fissile).

Remarks:

• This command is mandatory; otherwise BOXRAN is empty.

• All materials to be copied onto BOXRAN must be loaded by means of ADD before
any coupling between them can be specified.

• Both identifiers identa and identb need not exist on LIBRAN.

• A title for the job may be introduced anywhere by means of a standard title
command (*text). It is stored on BOXRAN along with the date and time of
the job execution (this information is used by the code BOXER to check the
library in restart cases).

Example: ADD (42094, 42100, 2)
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7 . 3 NEWPARENT ( )

NEWPARENT (ident, lambda, ndecay, nreact, nßssion,
Xi , idec2, X2, . . . , ideCniecay, XndCCay

yl 5 irea2, y 2 , . . . , irea„,.eact, y n r e a d ,
Zi, ife2, Z2, • • -, ifiS )

Purpose:

Defines the coupling among nuclides of class 2 or 3.

Format:

ident
lambda,
ndecay
nreact
nfìssion
ideci, Xi,
(i=l,ndecay)

irea,-, yi}

(i=l,nreact)

i, Zi,

(i=l,nfìssion)

identifier of the parent nuclide considered
decay constant (A, s"1) of ident; for stable nuclides A = 0.
number of nuclides produced by the radioactive decay of ident.
number of nuclides produced by neutronic reactions on ident.
number of nuclides produced by fission of ident.
the nuclide with identifier ideci is produced by decay of ident
with a branching ratio of x,. This list has to be specified only
if: ndecay > 0.
the nuclide with identifier irea,- is produced from ident by
neutronic reaction of kind y,-. This list has to be specified
only if: nreact > 0. yt- is generated as:

y,- = Ri + a,-,
where
Ri is the number of the neutronic reaction which trans-

forms ident into irea,- according to the ENDF/B defi-
nition (see Appendix 3 and the remarks)

a,- is the probability of generating ireaf out of ident by the
reaction Ri. If a,- = 1, it should not be given (yt- = Ri).

the nuclide with identifier ifìsi is produced by fission of ident
with a yield (number of atoms produced per fission) of z-x.
This list has to be specified only if: nfìssion > 0.
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Remarks:

o The following 8 reactions may appear as neutronic reactions:

16: (n, 2re)
17: (n, 3re)

102: (n,7)
103: (n,p)
104: (n,d)
105: (n,*)
106: (n,3He)
107: {n,a)

• All nuclides appearing in the lists ideci, irea,- or ìfìsi must have been loaded by
the command ADD.

• All nuclides denned as ideci or irea,- must be of the same class as ident. Oth-
erwise they are ignored.

• All nuclides denned as ifisi must have been specified with class = 2. Otherwise
they are ignored.

• The same nuclide may appear more than one time, as a product of different
reactions of ident.

• If, for a neutronic reaction with more than one product, any a,- is < 0.004 (=
1/255), it will be neglected.

Example for the definition of y,
147Pm (ident = 61147) produces, by (n,7)-reaction, 148Pm (61148) with a probability
of 53%, and 1 4 8 T m (161148) with a probability of 47%. By decay with a half-life of
2.62 years (A = 8.4-10"9 s"1) it produces 147Sm (62147). According to the ENDF/B
definition, the (n, 7)-reaction has the number 102. Thus the corresponding command
must be:

NEWPARENT (61147, 8.4-9, 1, 2, 0,
62147,1.0,
61148,102.53, 161148,102.47)
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7.4 END (comments) or: END)

Purpose:

Closes the set of input commands for CHAINS and returns the flow control to ETOBOX.

Format:

The comment has no meaning for the code and can be omitted.

Example: END (CHAINS)
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7.5 Example for the production of a BOXRAN file

The following is an input deck used to generate a working library BOXRAN with 57
fission products and 34 heavy nuclides. Both nuciides 44444 and 55555 are 2 pseudo
fission products, the first of mass 97.41 and the second with a mass of 135.86 (both
are a combination of about 10 real fission products mixed according to their mean
density during a bumup calculation). They are used as a dustbin for the explicit
fission products. Some structure materials are also added at the beginning of the
file, as well as natural boron:

CALL (CHAINS)
+B0XRAN: Chains with explicit fission products
/ 1 year = 3.1536+7 sec
ADD (1001, 1001, 1)
ADD (5000, 5000, 1)
ADD (6012, 6012, 1)
ADD (8016, 8016, 1)

13027, 1)
1)
1) /Zirconium
1) /PWR control rods: Cd+Ag+In
2) / FP
2) / FP
2) / FP
2) / gadolinium

ADD (13027
ADD (24000
ADD (40000
ADD (47789,
ADD (36083,
ADD (42095,
ADD (53129,
ADD (64154,
ADD (161148

28718
40000
47789
36083
47109
63156
64160
161148, 2) /Pm-148-m

ADD (90232, 96248, 3) /heavy nuclides
ADD (195242, 195242, 3) /Am-242-m
NEWPARENT (36083, 0.0, 0
44444,104.0, 44444,105.0
NEWPARENT (42095, 0.0, 0
NEWPARENT (42097
NEWPARENT (42098
42095,107.0)
NEWPARENT (42099
NEWPARENT (43099

7, 0, 44444,16.0, 44441,102.0, 44444,103.0,
44444,106.0, 44444,107.0)

0.0, 0,
0.0, 0,

1,
1,
4,

0, 44444,102.0)
0, 42098,102.0)
0, 42097,16.0, 42099,102.0, 42098,103.0,

2.91729-6, 1, 1, 0, 43099,1.0, 44444,102.0)
1.04665-13, 1, 7, 0, 44444,1.0, 44444,16.0, 44444,102.0,

42099,103.0, 42098,104.0, 42097,105.0, 42098,106.0, 42097,107.0)
NEWPARENT (44101, 0.0, 0, 1, 0J
NEWPARENT (44102, 0.0, 0, 1, 0,
NEWPARENT (44103, 2.03876-7, 1,
44103,103.0, 44444,107.0)
NEWPARENT (45103, 0.0, 0, 1, 0,
NEWPARENT (45105, 5.42369-6, 1:

NEWPARENT (46105, 0.0, 0, 2, 0,
NEWPARENT (46107, 3.38147-15, 1

44102,102.0)
44103,102.0)
4, 0, 45103,1.0, 44102,16.0, 44444,102.0,

44444,102.0)
1, 0, 46105,1.0, 44444,102.0)
44444,16.0, 44444,102.0)
, 7, 0, 47107,1.0, 44444,16.0, 46108,102.0,

46107,103.0, 44444,104.0, 45105,105.0, 44444,106.0, 44444,107.0)
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NEWPARENT (46108, 0.0, 0, 7, 0, 46107,16.0, 47109,102.0, 46108,103.0,
46107,104.0, 44444,105.0, 44444,106.0, 45105,107.0)
NEWPARENT (47107, 0.0, 0, 6, 0.. 44444,16.0, 44444,102.0, 46107,103.0,

44444,104.0, 46105,105.0, 44444,107.0)
NEWPARENT (47109, 0.0, 0, 3, 0, 44444,16.0, 48110,102.0, 44444,107.0)
NEWPARENT (53129, 1.39997-15, 1, 4, 0, 55555,1.0, 55555,16.0, 55555,102.0,

53129,103.0, 55555,107.0)
NEWPARENT (54131, 0.0, 0, 6, 0, 55555,16.0, 55555,102.0, 54131,103.0,

55555,104.0, 55555,105.0, 55555,107.0)
NEWPARENT (54133, 1.51655-6, 1, 1, 0, 55133,1.0, 55555,102.0)
NEWPARENT (54135, 2.1158-5, 1, 1, 0, 55135,1.0, 55555,102.0)
NEWPARENT (55133, 0.0, 0, 7, 0, 55555,16.0, 55134,102.0, 54133,103.0,
55555,104.0, 54131,105.0, 54131,106.0, 55555,107.0)

NEWPARENT (55134, 1.06697-8, 1, 1, 0, 55555,1.0, 55135,102.0)
NEWPARENT (55135, 1.09898-14, 1, 4, 0, 55555,1.0, 55134,16.0, 55555,102.0,
54135,103.0, 55555,107.0)
NEWPARENT (57139, 0.0, 0, 7, 0, 55555,16.0, 55555,102.0, 57139,103.0,
55555,104.0, 55555,105.0, 55555,106.0, 55555,107.0)
NEWPARENT (58141, 2.46771-7, 1, 2, 0, 59141,1.0, 55555,16.0, 55555,102.0)
NEWPARENT (58144, 2.8169-8, 1, 1, 0, 60144,1.0, 60145,102.0)
NEWPARENT (59141, 0.0, 0, 7, 0, 55555,16.0, 55555,102.0, 58141,103.0,
55555,104.0, 55555,105.0, 57139,106.0, 55555,107.0)
NEWPARENT (59143, 5.91197-7, 1, 1, 0, 60143,1.0, 60144,102.0)
NEWPARENT (60143, 0.0, 0, 2, 0, 55555,16.0, 60144,102.0)
NEWPARENT (60144, 0.0, 0, 7, .0, 60143,16.0, 60145,102.0, 60144,103.0,
59143,104.0, 55555,105.0, 55555,106.0, 58141,107.0)
NEWPARENT (60145, 0.0, 0, 7, 0, 60144,16.0, 55555,102.0, 60145,103.0,
60144,104.0, 59143,105.0, 59143,106.0, 55555,107.0)
NEWPARENT (60147, 7.30650-7, 1, 1, 0, 61147,1.0, 60148,102.0)

NEWPARENT (60148, 0.0, 0, 7, 0, 60147,16.0, 61149,102.0, 60148,103.0,
60147,104.0, 55555,105.0, 55555,106.0, 60145,107.0)
NEWPARENT (61147, .8.38914-9, 1, 8, 0, 62147,1.0,
55555,16.0, 61148,102.53, 161148,102.47, 60147,103.0,
55555,104.0, 60145,105.0, 60145,106.0, 60144,107.0)
NEWPARENT (61148, 1.49395-6, 1, 1, 0, 62148,1.0, 61149,102.0)
NEWPARENT (161148, 1.94250-7, 2, 1, 0, 61148,.046, 62148,-954, 61149,102.0)
NEWPARENT (61149, 3.62601-6, 1, 1, 0, 62149,1.0, 62150,102.0)

NEWPARENT (62147, 0.0, 0, 7, 0, 55555,16.0, 62148,102.0, 61147,103.0,
55555,104.0, 55555,105.0, 60145,106.0, 60144,107.0)
NEWPARENT (62148, 0.0, 0, 1, 0, 62149,102.0)

NEWPARENT (62149, 0.0, 0, 8, 0, 62148,16.0, 62150,102.0, 61149,103.0,
61148,104.5, 161148,104.5, 61147,105.0, 60147,106.0, 55555,107.0)

NEWPARENT (62150, 0.0, 0, 1, 0, 62151,102.0)
NEWPARENT (62151, 2.36339-10, 1, 2, 0, 55555,1.0, 62150,16.0, 62152,102.0)
NEWPARENT (62152, 0.0, 0, 7, 0, 62151,16.0, 62153,102.0, 62152,103.0,
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62151,104.0, 62150,105.0, 55555,106.0, 61149,107.0)
NEWPARENT (62153, 4.11852-6, 1, 2, 0, 63153,1.0,
62152..16.0, 62154,102.0)

NEWPARENT (62154, 0.0, 0, 2, 0, 62153,16.0, 63155,102.0)
NEWPARENT (63151, 0.0, 0, 9, 0, 62150,16.0, 62149,17.0, 55555,102.5,

62152,102.5, 62151,103.0, 62150,104.0, 62149,105.0, 61149,106.0,
62148,107.0)
NEWPARENT (63153, 0.0, 0, 8, 0, 55555,16.0, 55555,17.0, 63154,102.0,

62153,103.0, 62152,104.0, 62151,105.0, 62151,106.0, 62150,107.0)
NEWPARENT (63154, 2.58583-9, 1, 7, 0, 64154,1.0, 63153,16.0, 63155,102.0,
62154,103.0, 62153,104.0, 62152,105.0, 62152,106.0, 62151,107.0)
NEWPARENT (63155, 4.43136-9, 1, 2, 0, 64155,1.0, 63154,16.0, 63156,102.0)
NEWPARENT (63156, 5.27798-7, 1, 1, 0, 64156,1.0, 64157,102.0)
NEWPARENT (64154, 0.0, 0, 1, 0, 64155,102.0)
NEWPARENT (64155, 0.0, 0, 1, 0, 64156,102.0)
NEWPARENT (64156, 0.0, 0, 2, 0, 64155,16.0, 64157,102.0)
NEWPARENT (64157, 0.0, 0, 1, 0, 64158,102.0)
NEWPARENT (64158, 0.0, 0, 1, 0, 55555,102.0)
NEWPARENT (64160, 0.0, 0, 1, 0, 55555,102.0)
NEWPARENT (90232, 0.0, 0, 2, 57,
91231,16.0, 91233,102,0,
36083 2.22659E-02... (all FP yields for 232Th) ... 55555 4.70386E-01)
NEWPARENT (91231, 6.7093-13, 1, 1, 57, 90232,1.0,
92232,102.0,
36083 2.22659E-02 . . . (same FP yields as for 232Th) . . . 55555 4.70386E-01)
NEWPARENT (91233, 2.971-7, 1, 1, 57, 92233,1.0,
92234,102.0,
36083 1.01042E-02 . . . (same FP yields as for 233U) . . . 55555 5.15499E-01)
NEWPARENT (92232, 3.140-10, 1, 2, 57, 90232,1.0,
92233,102.0, 91231,16.0,
36083 2.22659E-02 . . . (same FP yields as for 232Th) . . . 55555 4.70386E-01)
NEWPARENT (92233, 0 .0 , 0, 3 , 57,
92234,102.0, 92232,16.0, 91231,17.0,
36083 1.01042E-02... (all FP yields for 233U) . . . 55555 5.15499E-01)
NEWPARENT (92234, 0 .0 , 0, 3 , 57,
92235,102.0, 92233,16.0, 92232,17.0,
36083 8.27821E-03... (all FP yields for 234U) . . . 55555 5.06920E-01)
NEWPARENT (92235, 0.0, 0, 3 , 57,
92236,102.0, 92234,16.0, 92233,17.0,
36083 5.48673E-03 ...(all FP yields for 235U) . . . 55555 4.95245E-01)
NEWPARENT (92236, 0.0, 0, 3 , 57,
93237,102.0, 92235,16.0, 92234,17.0,
36083 6.84461E-03... (all FP yields for 236U) . . . 55555 4.99309E-01)
NEWPARENT (92237, 1.18852-6, 1, 3 , 57, 93237,1.0,
93238,102.0, 92236,16.0, 92235,17.0,
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36083 6.84461E-03...(sameFP yields as for 236U) . . . 55555 4.99309E-01)
NEWPARENT (92238, 4.91933-18, 1, 3 , 57, 92234,1.0,
93239,102.0, 92237,16.0, 92236..17.0,
36083 3.96683E-03.. . (all FP yields for 238U) . . . 55555 4.90705E-01)
NEWPARENT (93237, 1.02708-14, 1, 4 , 57, 92235,1.0,
93238,102.0, 92236,16.6, 94236,16.4, 92235,17.0,
36083 4.84062E-03 . . . (all FP yields for 237Np) . . . 55555 4.83728E-01)
NEWPARENT (93238, 3.78422-6, 1, 3 , 57, 94238,1.0,
93239,102.0, 93237,16.0, 94236,17.0,
36083 2.63780E-03.. . (all FP yields for 238Np) . . . 55555 5.12127E-01)
NEWPARENT (93239, 3.4066-6, 1, 3 , 57, 94239,1.0,
94240,102.0, 93238,16.0, 93237,17.0,
36083 2.63780E-03 . . . (same FP yields as for 238Np) . . . 55555 5.12127E-01)
NEWPARENT (94236, 7.71212-9, 1, 2, 57, 92232,1.0,
94237,102.0,92235,16.0,
36083 6.84461E-03 . . . (same FP yields as for 236U) . . . 55555 4.99309E-01)
NEWPARENT (94237, 1.85278-7, 1, 2 , 57, 93237,1.0,
94238,102.0, 94236,16.0,
36083 4.84062E-03 . . . (same FP yields as for 237Np) . . . 55555 4.83728E-01)
NEWPARENT (94238, 2.50593-10, 1, 3 , 57, 92234,1.0,
94239,102.0, 94237,16.0, 94236,17.0,
36083 1.49078E-03... (all FP yields for 238Pu) . . . 55555 5.17856E-01)
NEWPARENT (94239, 0 .0 , 0, 3 , 57,
94240,102.0, 94238,16.0, 94237,17.0,
36083 2.87791E-03.. . (all FP yields for 239Pu) . . . 55555 5.11071E-01)
NEWPARENT (94240, 0 .0 , 0, 3 , 57,
94241,102.0, 94239,16.0, 94238,17.0,
36083 2.27347E-03.. . (all FP yields for 240Pu) . . . 55555 5.01027E-01)
NEWPARENT (94241, 1.53061-9, 1, 3 , 57, 95241,1.0,
94242,102.0, 94240,16.0, 94239,17.0,
36083 2.00983E-03.. . (all FP yields for 241Pu) . . . 55555 5.06190E-01)
NEWPARENT (94242, 0 .0 , 0, 3 , 57,
94243,102.0, 94241,16.0, 94240,17.0,
36083 1.78991E-03... (all FP yields for 242Pu) . . . 55555 4.87026E-01)
NEWPARENT (94243, 3.88972-5, 1, 3 , 57, 95243,1.0,
94244,102.0, 94242,16.0, 94241,17.0,
36083 1.31162E-03 . . . (same FP yields as for 243Am) . . . 55555 4.93106E-01)
NEWPARENT (94244, 0 .0 , 0, 3 , 57,
96245,102.0, 94243,16.0, 94242,17.0,
36083 1.15792E-03 . . . (same FP yields as for 244Cm) . . . 55555 5.25591E-01)
NEWPARENT (95241, 5.08786-11, 1, 4 , 57, 93237,1.0,
95242,102.84, 195242,102.16, 94240,16.0, 94239,17.0,
36083 1.81051E-03 . . . (all FP yields for241 Am) . . . 55555 5.07545E-01)
NEWPARENT (95242, 1.20263-5, 2, 3 , 57, 94242,0.18, 96242,0.82,
95243,102.0, 95241,16.0, 94240,17.0,
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36083 2.46452E-03... (all FP yields for 242Am) . . . 55555 4.93106E-01)
NEHPARENT (195242, 1.44602-10, 2, 3 , 57, 95242,-995, 93238,.005,
95243,102.0, 95241,16.0, 94240,17.0,
36083 2.46452E-03 . . . (same FP yields as for 242Am) . . . 55555 4.93106E-01)
NEWPARENT (95243, 2.98230-12, 1, 3 , 57, 93239,1.0,
96244,102.0, 95242,16.0, 95241,17.0,
36083 1.31162E-03 ...(all FP yields for 243Am) . . . 55555 5.07883E-01)
NEHPARENT (96241, 2.44590-7, 2, 3 , 57, 94237,.01, 95241,.99,
96242,102.0, 94236,16.0, 94239,17.0,
36083 1.81051E-03 . . . (same FP yields as for 241Am) . . . 55555 5.07545E-01)
NEHPARENT (96242, 4.93088-8, 1, 2, 57, 94238,1.0,
96243,102.0, 96241,16.0,
36083 6.49418E-04...(all FP yields for 242Cm) . . . 55555 5.41207E-01)
NEHPARENT (96243, 7.71212-10, 2, 3 , 57, 94239,.997, 95243,.003,
96244,102.0, 96242,16.0, 96241,17.0,
36083 1.05118E-03 . . . (all FP yields for 243Cm) . . . 55555 5.38304E-01)
NEHPARENT (96244, 1.21367-9, 1, 3 , 57, 94240,1.0,
96245,102.0, 96243,16.0, 96242,17.0,
36083 1.15792E-03 . . . (all FP yields for 244Cm) . . . 55555 5.25591E-01)
NEHPARENT (96245, 2.58583-12, 1, 3 , 57, 94241,110,
96246,102.0, 96244,16.0, 96243,17.0,
36083 1.74788E-03...(all FP yields for 245Cm) . . . 55555 4.82891E-01)
NEHPARENT (96246, 4.56007-12, 1, 3 , 57, 94242,1.0,
96247,102.0, 96245,16.0, 96244,17.0,
36083 1.74788E-03 . . . (same FP yields as for 245Cm) . . . 55555 4.82891E-01)
NEHPARENT (96247, 1.40895-15, 1, 3 , 57, 94243,1.0,
96248,102.0, 96246,16.0, 96245,17.0,
36083 1.74788E-03... (same FP yields as for 245Cm) . . . 55555 4.82891E-01)
NEHPARENT (96248, 6.08852-14, 1, 2, 57, 94244,1.0,
96247,16.0, 96246,17.0,
36083 1.74788E-03 . . . (same FP yields as for 245Cm) . . . 55555 4.82891E-01)
END (CHAINS)
END (ET0B0X)
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8 Description of the Library Produced by ETOBOX

8.1 Global Organisation

After an ETOBOX run the library produced is on the random access file3 LIBRAN.
If the module CHAINS was called during the run, there exists also a partial copy of
LIBRAN on the file BOXRAN. For most of the records LIBRAN and BOXRAN have the
same organisation.

The key of the random access file is the master index MASTIN(203). The address
stored in MASTIN(l) gives access to the general part of the library. The addresses
MASTIN(2) to MASTINC1+200) are reserved for the different nuclides (the library can
contain a maximum of 200 nuclides). The position MASTIN(202) is reserved for the
storage of the yields of the fission products from some fissile nuclides4. The position
MASTIN(203) is the key of the data concerning the delayed neutrons.

The general organisation of the library is then:

MASTINC 1) -» INDEXAC20) : general part of the library
MASTINU+I) -> INDEXB(60) : address vector for the nuclide no. I
MASTIN(202) -» INDEXF(1+NBFI) : yields of the fission products (FP)
MASTINC203) -»• INDEXD(1+NIBT) : library of the delayed neutrons

If a record does not exist, the corresponding address in MASTIN or in a sub-index is
equal to 0.

Example:

To read N positions of the vector V stored at the address INDEXBCJ) for the I-th
nuclide, the following operations axe required:

• REAL MASTIN(203), INDEXB(60)
The master index vector MASTIN, as well as all address vectors, must be de-
clared as real vectors with 8 bytes per word.

© CALL QPENMX (LRAN, 'LIBRAN', MASTIN, 203)
The file LIBRAN is opened as a random access file, MASTIN (203) being the
master index on this file. LRAN is the unit number of the file LIBRAN.

• CALL READMX (LRAN, INDEXB, 60, MASTIN(1+1))
Reading the address vector INDEXB (60)

• CALL READMX (LRAN, V, N, INDEXB(J))
Reading the information required

The routines 0PENMX and READMX are included in the subroutine library LWRLIB
(see Appendix 6).

3The random access file system is based on the standard direct access system of FORTRAN-77
4In ENDF/B-5 and in JEF-1 the fission products are no longer given, so this information is not

produced using these basic libraries.
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Organisation of the sequential files LIBSEQ and LIBBCD

The sequential files LIBSEQ and LIBBCD contain the same information as LIBRAN.
The sequence of the records is the following:

Record

1.

2.

2.1

2.20

For each

3.

3.1

:

3.60

4.

4.1

\

4.L

5.

5.1

•

5.L

Vector

LMSTINC203)

LINDXA(20)

Definition

number of words stored on each position of
HASTIN(203) = dimension of each subindex. If
LHSTIN(J) = 0, the corresponding subindex was not
stored.
number of words stored on each position of the general
part of the library.
All the records of the general part of the library are
stored one after the other. If LINDXA(K) = 0,
then the corresponding vector does not exist.

nuclide (I = l.NBIS) (record series 3.):

LINDXB(60)

LINDXF(L)

LINDXDÜ+NIBT)

number of words stored on each position for the nuclide
no. I
Hereafter are stored all the records for the nuclide no. I.

The J-th record does not exist if LINDXB(J) is 0.

number of words stored on each position for the yields
of the fission products.
Records containing information about the FP of each
fissile nuclide.
The record no. J does not exist if LINDXF(J) is 0.
(L = 1 + NBFI = LMSTINC202))

number of words stored on each position for the library
of the delayed neutrons.
Records containing information about the delayed neu-
trons of each fissile nuclide.
The record no. J does not exist if LINDXD(J) is 0.
(L = 1 + NIBT = LHSTINC203))
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8.2 General Part of the Library
This section describes the information which concerns the library as a whole and not
a special nuclide. The addresses of the different blocks are contained in the vector
INDEXA(20): the position INDEXA(N) contains the address of the N-th record, which
can be read using the following commands:

CALL READMX (LRAN, RECORD, M, INDEXA(N))

RECORD (M) is the arbitrary name of the vector into which the information is stored.
The number of words in the record, M, can be read out of the address INDEXA (N)
through the following method:

• Declare the following COMMON in the routine:
COMMON /RDACCC/ ADRV, NRA, LVEC, NBWC

• To get the number of words of the record stored at the address INDEXA (N)
write the two statements:
ADRV = INDEXA (N) (Remember: INDEXA must be declared as REAL *8)
CALL RDTRAN (-1) (RDTRAN is a routine of the library LWRLIB)
Then, NBWC is the number sought for.

Each record is described hereafter:

1. INDEXA(1): (TITLE(I), I=1,MTIT)

Title of the library (MTIT words of 8 bytes each). On LIBRAN the title can have
an arbitrary length. On the library BOXRAN the title has a fixed format:

(MTIT = 16 : fixed number of words)
TITLE (1:80) : title used during the CHAINS run (10 words of 8 bytes each)
TITLE(81:90) : ' DATE - ' (10 bytes)
TITLE (91:100) : creation date of the BOXRAN library
TITLE(101:110) : ' TIME - ' (10 bytes)
TITLE (111:120) : creation time of the BDXRAN library

2. INDEXA(2): NGFAST, NG, NGF, NBLGF, NBLGT, ERI, ERS, LSPEC,
NISP, NESP, NBLIT, NBFP, NBHV, NBIS, IDLIST(NBIS)

General parameters of the library:

NGFAST : number of groups in the fast energy range. EN(NGFAST+1) is the upper
boundary of the resonance range (see record no. 7 below)

NG : number of energy groups
NGF : number of groups in the epithermal energy range. EN(NGF+1) is the

lower boundary of the resonance range and the upper boundary of the
thermal range at the same time.

NBLGF : maximum anisotropy order of the scattering matrices in the epithermal
energy range (NBLGF = 0 means isotropy)
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NBLGT : maximum anisotropy order of the scattering matrices in the thermal
energy range (NBLGT = 0 means isotropy)

ERI : lower boundary of the resonance range and upper boundary of the
thermal range (eV). ERI = EN(NGF+1)

ERS : upper boundary of the resonance range (eV). ERS = EN(NGFAST+1)
LSPEC, : type of the weighting spectrum (see input description for MICROS,
NISP, : paragraph 4.3, page 4.5)
NESP :
NBLIT5 : number of nuclides which are not sensitive to the burnup ( "structural

materials", class 1)
NBFP5 : number of nuclides which can be radioactive or produced by fission,

but which are not fissile ("fission products", class 2)
NBHV5 : number of nuclides which can be radioactive and fissile ("heavy nu-

clides", class 3)
NBIS : total number of nuclides in the library (NBIS < 200).

In BOXRAN: NBIS = NBLIT + NBFP + NBHV

(IDLIST(I) , 1=1 ,NBIS): list of all nuclides present in the library.

In LIBRAN thé nuclides are stored in increasing order of their identification num-
ber: IDLIST(I) < IDLIST(I+1). In BDXRAN the partition follows the 3 nuclide
classes:

1) the first NBLIT nuclides are the structural materials;
2) the following NBFP are the fission products;
3) the last NBHV are the heavy nuclides.

IDLIST(I) is the identification number of the nuclide which is accessed through
MASTIN(1+I).

3. INDEXAC3): (ZAC(I), I=1,NBIS)

List of the (Z,A) identification numbers of the nuclides. These numbers are
taken from the basic ENDF/B library. Normally their definition is:

ZAC(I) = 1000-ZQ) + A(I)

with: Z(I): number of protons in the nuclide no. I
A ( I ) : number of nucléons

This definition can be different for natural elements and for mixtures.

5The 3 parameters NBLIT, NBFP and NBHV are defined only in BOXRAH, but not in LIBRAH
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4. INDEXA(4): ((YIELD(J,I), J=1,NBFP), I=1,NBHV)

Matrix of the yields of the fission products. YIELD(J,I) is the number of atoms
of the type IDLIST(J+NBLIT), which are produced by fission of one atom of the
type IDLIST(I+NBLIT+NBFP).

This record is defined only in BOXRAN (in LIBRAN: INDEXA(4) = 0).

5. INDEXA(5): C(DESFP(J,I), J=1,NBFP), I=1,NBFP)

Matrix of the decay chains of the fission products:

DESFP(J.I) : decay constant (sec"1) by which the nuclide IDLIST(I+NBLIT) is
transformed into the nuclide IDLIST(J+NBLIT)

DESFPCI ,1) : total decay constant of the nuclide IDLIST(I+NBLIT):

NBFP
DESFP(I,I)= 5D DESFP(J,I)

This record is defined only in BOXRAN (in LIBRAN: INDEXA(5) = 0).

6. INDEXA(6): ((DESHV(J,I), J=1,NBHV), I=1,NBHV)

Matrix of the decay chains of the heavy nuclides. The definition is the same
as for DESFP, but for the range of the heavy nuclides: NBFP must be replaced
everywhere by NBHV, and NBLIT by NBLIT+NBFP.

This record is defined only in BOXRAN (in LIBRAN: INDEXA(6) = 0).

7. INDEXAC7): (EN(I), 1=1,NG)

Energy group boundaries, in decreasing order.
EN ( I ) : upper boundary of the group I (eV). It is assumed that:

ENCNG+1) = 10"5 eV

8. INDEXA(8): (NBT(I),I=1,NISP), (INT(I),I=1,NISP) ,
(ESP(I),I=1,NESP), (SP(I),I=1,NESP)

Weighting spectrum given from input (only if LSPEC = 1, see INDEXA(2); if not
given, then INDEXA (8) = 0).

The first 2 vectors, NBT and INT, describe the interpolation method: up to point
NBT(I) of the energy table, the interpolation method to be used is given by
INT(I).
Remark : NBT(NISP) and INT(NISP) are stored as reals.
ESP(J) : energy (eV)
SP(J) : value of the spectrum (arbitrary normalisation)

The energies are given in increasing order (ESP(J) < ESP(J+l)).
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9. INDEXA(9): (SPN(I), 1=1,NG)

Integrals of the weighting spectrum in each energy group:

SPN(I) = / (j>(E)-dE

4>{E) is the spectrum defined by the parameter LSPEC (see INDEXA (2)).

10. INDEXA(10) = 0

11. INDEXA(ll): ((LREAFP(J.I), J=1,NBFP), I=1,NBFP)

Coupling matrix of the fission products by neutronic reactions.

Define: LREAFP(J,I) = nr. Then nr contains the list of the branching ratios
of the reactions which transform the nuclide IDLIST(I+NBLIT) into the nuclide
IDLIST(J+NBLIT). 8 reactions are taken into account:

no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

reaction

(n,2n)
(n,3n)
(n,7)
(n,p)

(M)
(n,t)

(n,3He
(n,a)

ENDF/B no.

16
17
102
103
104
105
106
107

Each branching ratio is described by one byte which is an integer number between
0 and 255 defined as:

/„ = Integer (bn • x , ^ + 0.5)

6n: branching ratio for the reaction no. n (0 < bn < 1; if bn is 0, the reaction is
not given).
Xmax = 255.0
If 6n = 1, then : /„ = 255

The 8 branching ratios from the 8 reactions described above are stored one after
the other in one word of the matrix LREAFP, beginning at the left.

This record is defined only in BOXRAW (in LIBRAN: INDEXA (11) = 0).
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12. INDEXA(12): ((LREAHV(J,I), J=1,NBHV), I=1,NBHV)

Coupling matrix of the heavy nuclides by neutronic reactions. The definition is
the same as for LREAFP (see INDEXA(ll)).

This record is defined only in BOXRAN (in LIBRAN: INDEXA (12) = 0).

13. INDEXAQ3): (AHRL(I), I=1,NBIS)

Atomic weight of the nuclide IDLIST(I), relative to the neutron mass An

(An •= 1.008665)

14. INDEXA(14): (LRPL(I), I=1,NBIS)

LRPL(I) = 1: if the nuclide IDLIST(I) has resonances.
= 0: if there are no resonance cross sections.

15. INDEXA(15): (FINPl(N), N=1,NG)

Higher moment spectrum for the calculation of the transport correction (see
option TRCSPECTRUM of the MICROS input).

16. INDEXA(16): (V(N), N=1,NG)

Mean velocities in each group according to the formula:

F = 1.38315-106 cm/(sec-\/eV)

The other positions INDEXA(17) to INDEXA(20) are not yet defined (they are equal
to 0).

8.3 Definition of the Records for Each Nuclide

The information describing a given nuclide is partitioned onto a maximum of 60
records. The first 20 records contain the data taken from ENDF/B. The next 40
records are the results of processing the data to some temperatures specified in in-
put (4 records per temperature value, for a maximum of 10 different temperatures).
The key of this information is the address vector INDEXB (60). If IDNR is the po-
sition of the nuclide considered in the list IDLIST(NBIS), then the address of the
corresponding vector INDEXB is stored at the position IDNR+1 of the vector MASTIN
(see the first section of this chapter: General organisation). Each position of INDEXB
contains the address of the information described hereafter (if INDEXB (J) = 0, then
the record no. J does not exist):
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1. INDEXB(l): (TITLI(I) ,1=1,10)

Short description of the nuclide:
TITLI (10): title of the nuclide (10 words of 8 bytes each)

2. INDEXB(2): ID, IDTYP, MAT, LRP, LFI, NXC, NRES, LSTREU, NTRES,
NRERI, NRERS, ITSEQ, LAEP, LATH, NUF, NTEMP, TEMP(10),
ZA, AHR, SPIN, AP, QF, SIGFRE, EINF, ESUP, XXXX

General parameters of the nuclide, and options:

ID : nuclide identification number: ID = IDLIST(IDNR)
IDTYP : type of the nuclide:

IDTYP = 1: structural material (1 < IDNR < NBLIT)
= 2: fission product (NBLIT < IDNR < NBLIT+NBFP)
= 3: heavy nuclide (NBLIT+NBFP < IDNR < NBIS)

Not ice : In LIBRAN: IDTYP = 0.
MAT : material number in the ENDF/B list. If the nuclide was introduced

into LIBRAN through the module MIXTUR, then MAT = 0.
LRP : If the nuclide has resonances, then LRP = 1, else LRP = 0.

LRP = LRPL(IDNR), see INDEXA(14).
LFI : If the fission cross section of the nuclide is greater than 0 at least in

some regions of the energy range, then LFI = 1, otherwise:
LFI = 0.

NXC : designates the version of the ENDF/B library used for the nuclide.
(1 < NXC < 5)

NRES : number of points in the list of the pointwise cross sections in the
resonance range (i.e. between ERI and ERS).

LSTREU : describes the method used to calculate the scattering matrices in
the thermal energy range:
LSTREU = 1: free gas model

= 2: Nelkin model (only for hydrogen in water)
= 3: integration of the S(a, ß) matrix.

NTRES : total number of points of the pointwise resonance cross sections be-
tween EINF and ESUP.

NRERI : point number in the list of the pointwise cross sections which corre-
sponds to ERI.

NRERS : point number in the list of the pointwise cross sections which corre-
sponds to ERS.

ITSEQ : If ITSEQ > 0, then the nuclide has condensed tables of the resonance
cross sections as a function of the temperature and the dilution cross
section for energies higher than ERS.
If ITSEQ < 0, there are no such tables.

LAEP : order of anisotropy of the epithermal transfer matr ix
LATH : order of anisotropy of the thermal scattering mat r ix
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NUF : Number of different families of delayed neutrons.
If NUF = 0, no da ta are given for delayed neutrons

NTEMP : number of different temperatures for which the Doppler broadening
and the thermal scattering matrices have been calculated.

TEMP(10) : list of these NTEMP temperatures (°C).
ZA : ( Z , A ) i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of t h e n u c l i d e . ZA = ZAC(IDNR), see INDEXA ( 3 ) .
AWR : atomic weight of the nuclide relative to the neutron mass.

AHR = AHRL(IDNR), see INDEXA(13).
SPIN : nuclear spin of the nuclide.
AP : effective scattering radius (10~12 cm).
QF : fission energy (watt-sec).
SIGFRE : scattering cross section of t he free atom (barn). In most cases it is

the scattering cross section at 0.0253 eV.
EINF : lower boundary (eV) of the energy range in which pointwise cross

sections were calculated.
ESUP : upper boundary (eV) of the energy range in which pointwise cross

sections were calculated.
XXXX : (not yet denned)

3. INDEXBC3): NOAF, (NA, NB, ((XMF(L,N,M), L=l,N0AF), N=M-NA,M+NB),
M=1,MMAX)

Transfer matrix from group N to group M, for the anisotropy order (L-l), in the
epithermal energy range (L = 1 means isotropy). The diagonal terms of the
matrix have been transport corrected. The matrix is condensed to suppress the
terms equal to 0.
NOAF = LAEP + 1 (see INDEXB(2) for LAEP)
Normally not all groups 1 to NG are given: the end of the data list is marked
with: NA = -999
Notice: The parameters NOAF, NA and NB are given as real numbers.

The transfer matrix includes the elastic and inelastic scattering, as well as the
(n,xn) reactions:

XMF(L,N,M) = <7{nn)JV_M + cr [ n n / ) N _^ + 2 • (r[ni2n)N^M + 3 • a[nt3n)N-.M

For each reaction r the transfer matrix is calculated according to the formula:

TrN-*M —

with:

I fEN(N) rEN(M)
=rj- • 27T / dE I
£*7 JEN(N+D JE

aT(E

EN(M+1)

K <

yl

dEf dii'<ff(E)' Piili) -a r (
J-i

fc=o

The moment no. / of the flux is normally replaced by the weighting spectrum.
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4. INDEXB(4): (SIGA(N), N=1,NG)

Absorption cross section (barn). The definition is as following:

NG

For N < NGF: SIGA(N) = {atr)N - £ XMF(1,N,M)

For N > NGF: SIGA(N) = (cxtr)N - (an)N

(&tr)N '• transport cross section for the group N:

far)* = rjr [ °t(E) • <f>(E) -dE-CN
$JV JEN(N+1)EN(N+1)

with: §N = / <f>(E) • dE
JEN(N+I)

&t(E) : total cross section.

CAT : transport correction for the group JV:

\I>jv : higher flux moment for the condensation of the transport correction (see
option TRCSPECTRUM of the MICROS input)

(o"n)jv : scattering cross section for the group N:

rEN(N)

• d E -

XMF ( 1 ,N ,M) : isotropie transfer matrix from group N to group M in the epither-
mal energy range.

5. INDEXB(5): (SIGN2N(N), N=1,NG)

(n,2n) group cross section (barn):

1 rEN[N)
SIGN2N(N) = —- / o-(B,2n)(S) • 4>{E) • dE

rEN[N)
/

JEN{N+1)

6. INDEXBC6): (SIGN3N(N), N=1,NG)

(n,3n) group cross section (barn):

1 fEN(N)
SIGN3NCN) = - / cr(„,3„,(£) • m • dE
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7. INDEXBC7): (XNUFM(N), N=1,NG)

Production cross section (barn):

1 fEN(N)
XNUFM(N) = — / oinAE) • v{E) • <j>{E) • dE

$AT JEN(N+li K '
JEN(N+1)

: fission cross section

v(E) : number of neutrons produced per fission

8. INDEXB(8): (SIGFIS(N), N=1,NG)

Fission cross section (barn):

1 rEN{N)
SIGFIS (N) = — / <T(n,f){E) • 4>{E) ' dE

JEN(N+l)

9. INDEXBO): (SIGCAP(N), N=1,NG)

Capture cross section (barn):

1 r
SIGCAP(N) = — /

$V JEJEN(N+I)

10. INDEXB(IO): (SIGNP(N), N=1,NG)

(n,p) group cross section (baxn):

I fEN{N)
SIGNP (N) = —- / <r(n>p) {E) • <f>{E) • dE

$N JEN(N+1) y 'PlJEN{N+1)

11. INDEXB(ll): (SIGND(N), N=1,NG)

(n,d) group cross section (barn):

1 rEN(N)
SIGND(N) = — / v<n,d){E) • <f>(E) • dE

$AT JEN(N+1) ^ '
JEN(N+l)

12. INDEXB(12): (SIGNT(N), N=1,NG)

(n,t) group cross section (baxn):

1 rEN(N)
SIGNT(N) = — / < W £ ) • <KE) • dE

$i\T JEN(N+1) K '

13. INDEXBC13): (SIGHE3(N), N=1,NG)

(n,3He) group cross section (baxn):

1 rEN(N)
SIGHE3CN) = — jf a{n,He3)(E) • <f>(E) • dE
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I rEN(N)
SIGALP(N) = — / cr(n,a)(£) • <f>{E) • dE

$ N JEN{N+l) y '

14. INDEXB(14): (SIGALP(N), N=1,NG)

(n,a) group cross section (barn):

I rEN(N)
/

JEN{N+l)

15. INDEXB(15): (P2TRC(N), N=1,NG)

For N < NGF : transport correction in the epithermal energy range (see the defi-
nition by INDEXB(4)).

For N > NGF : contribution of the epithermal energy range to the transport cor-
rection in the thermal range:

NGF

M=l

16. Resonance cross sections: If ITSEQ = 0:

INDEXB(16): (W(I), ST(I) , SN(I), SG(I), SF( I ) , I=1,NTRES)

Pointwise cross sections in the resonance range:

H(I) : lethargy at the I-th point (the reference point of the lethargy is at 10
MeV). W(l) corresponds to ESUP, and W(NTRES) to EINF.

ST(I) : total cross section (barn)
SN(I) : scattering cross section (bam)
SG(I) : capture cross section (barn)
SF(I) : fission cross section (barn)

Notice: This list is not copied to BOXRAN

Resonance cross sections: If ITSEQ > 0:

INDEXBC16): (INDEXC(I), I=l,3+2-NTI-NSEQ)

(Presently, NTI = 3 and NSEQ = 4, so that the number of positions in INDEXC
is 27).

INDEXC is a secondary address vector with the following content:

16.1)INDEXC(1): NTI, NSEQ, NTRES, NRERI, NPTUNR, NGGS, EINF, EHX
General parameters giving the dimensions of the records described below:

NTI : number of temperatures in the condensed lists (NTI = 3)
NSEQ : number of different dilution cross sections (NSEQ = 4)
NTRES : number of points in the pointwise cross section list for resolved

resonances (used for list 1, see INDEXC (2) below)
NRERI : point number corresponding to ERI in the list 1 below
NPTUNR : number of points in the pointwise cross section list for the unre-

solved resonances (list 2 below; if NPTUNR = 0, the list 2 does not
exist)
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NGGS : number of energy groups in which the condensed group cross sec-
tions axe given (list 3 below; if NGGS = 0, the list 3 does not exist)

EINF : lower energy boundary of the list 1
EHX : upper energy boundary of the list 1. EHX = min (EHRES, ERS)

ERS : upper boundary (eV) of the resonance range in ETOBOX
EHRES: upper boundary (eV) of the range of the resolved reso-

nances in ENDF/B

16.2)INDEXC(2): (W(I), ST(I), SN(I), SG(I), SF(I) , I=1,NTRES)
Pointwise cross sections of the resolved resonances, in increasing order of
the lethargy (list 1):
H (I) : lethargy at the I-th point (the reference point of the lethargy is at

10 MeV). W(l) corresponds to EHX, and W(I!TRES) to EINF.
ST(I) : total cross section (barn)
SN(I) : scattering cross section (barn)
SG(I) : capture cross section (barn)
SF(I) : fission cross section (barn)

Notice: This list is not copied to BDXRAN

16.3)INDEXC(3): (SQTEMP(I),I=1,NTI), (SEQUIV(J),J=l,NSEq)

SQTEMP(I) : square root of the absolute temperature {yK) at which the
lists are calculated.

SEQUIV(J) : value of the dilution cross section (barn) for which the lists
are calculated.

16.4) The following NTI-NSEQ records are reserved for the list 2 (if NPTUNR = 0,
the corresponding positions in INDEXC are equal to 0):

For (NT = l.NTI) and (NS = 1,NSEQ):

INDEXCO+NS+CNT-O-NSEQ): ((SIGPT(N,K), N=l,5), K=l,NPTUNR)

Pointwise cross sections of the unresolved resonances for y/Ta\,s =
SQTEMP(NT) and aequiv = SEQUIV(NS) (list 2).

SIGPT(1,K): lethargy at the point no. K
SIGPT(2,K): total cross section (barn)
SIGPT(3,K): scattering cross section (barn)
SIGPT(4,K): capture cross section (barn)
SIGPT(5,K): fission cross section (barn)
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16.5) The NTI-NSEq following records are reserved for the list 3 (if NGGS = 0, the
corresponding positions in INDEXC are equal to 0):

For (NT = 1,NTI) and (NS = 1,NSEQ):

INDEXC(3+NTI-NSEq+NS+(NT-1)-NSEq) :
((SIGG(N,K), N=l ,4) , K=1,NGGS)

Group cross sections of the resonances above the boundary of the resonance
range of ETOBOX (i.e. above ERS) for y/T^~s = SqTEMP(NT) and <xeqiiiv =
SEqUIV(NS) (list 3).

SIGG(1,K): total cross section (barn) in the group (NGFAST-NGGS+K)
SIGG(2,K): scattering cross section (barn)
SIGG(3,K): capture cross section (barn)
SIGG(4,K): fission cross section (barn)

Herewith the resonance data stored by ETOBOX are fully described.

17. INDEXB(17): (XNUG(N), N=1,NG)

Number of neutrons produced per fission:

XNUG(N) = XNUFM(N)/SIGFIS(N)

18. INDEXBdO: (CHI(N), N=1,NG)

Normalised fission spectrum:
roo rEN(N)

/ v{E) • <T(nj)(E) • <f>(E) • dE / x(E, E') • dE'
CHI(N) = ^ ^ JEN(N+1)

j o v{E) • cT{nJ)(E) • <f>(E) • dE

x{E, E') : relative number of neutrons of energy E' produced by a fission initia-
ted by a neutron of energy E.

In ETOBOX the first integral is simplified:

1 NG rEN(N) _
CHI(N) = - Y XNUFM(M)- PHI(M) • / X(EM,E') • dE'

E M^i JEN(N+i)

"EM = 0.5-(EN(M+l) + EN(M)) : for M < NG
= 0.5-EN(NG) : for M = NG

XNUFM(M) : production cross section (see INDEXB(7), page 8.10)
PHI(M) : integral of the weighting spectrum (see INDEXA (9), page 8.5)
F : normalisation factor such that: 53Jv=i CHI(N) = 1.0

This expression for CHI(N) is valid for (N = l , N G - l ) . CHI(NG) = 0 .0
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19. INDEXBÜ9): (SIGTR(N), N=1,NG)

Total cross section, with the transport correction applied in the epithermal and
fast range only:

If LRP > 0 (resonance nuclide), then NX = NGFAST, else NX = NGF.

i rEN(N)
For N < NX: SIGTR(N) = —- / at(E) • (j>(E) • dE - CN

$JV JEN(N+1)

ForN>NX: SIGTR(N) = SIGNN(N) + SIGFIS(N) + SIGCAP(N)

(For Cjv, see INDEXB (4), page 8.9)

20. INDEXB(20): (SIGNN(N), N=1,NG)

Elastic scattering cross section, with the transport correction applied in the epi-
thermal and fast range only:

1 rEN(N)
SIGNN(N) = — / <7(n,n){E) • <f>{E) • dE - CN

$W JEN(N+1) K 'JEN(N+1)

If LRP > 0 (resonance nuclide), then NX = NGFAST else NX = NGF.

For N > NX: CN = 0

The next 4 records are repeated for each temperature (NT = 1 ,NTEMP):

21. INDEXB(20+4-(NT-l)+l): NOAT, (NA, NB, (XMT(L,N,M), L=l,N0AT),
N=M-NA,M+NB) , M=1,NGT)

Elastic transfer matrix from group (N+NGF) to group (M+NGF), for the anisotropy
order (L- l ) , in the thermal energy range (L = 1 means isotropy).
HOAT = LATH + 1 (see INDEXB(2), page 8.7), NGT = NG - NGF

Notice: The diagonal terms of all matrices (L = i,N0AT) have been transport
corrected.

22. INDEXB(20+4-(NT-1)+2): (SGTRT(N) ,N=1,NG), (SGNNT(N) ,N=1,NG)

SGTRT(N) : total cross section, with the transport correction applied in the fast
and thermal range for resonance nuclides, and in the entire energy
range for non-resonant nuclides. In the thermal range the definition
is:

ForN > NGF: SGTRT(N) = SGNNT(N) + SAT(N)
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SGNNT(N) : elastic scattering cross section with transport correction in the fast
and thermal range for resonance nuclides (in the whole energy range
for the others). In the thermal range the definition is:

NGT
ForN > NGF: SGNNT(N) = ^ XMT(1,N-NGF,M)

M=l

23. INDEXB(20+4-(NT-i)+3):

(H(I) , STT(I), SNT(I), SGT(I), SFT(I), I=1,NRES)

Pointwise cross sections in the resonance range of ETOBOX, after Doppler
broadening to the temperature TEMP (NT).

W(I) : lethargy at the I-th point (the reference point of the lethargy is at 10
MeV). W(l) corresponds to ERS, and W(NRES) to ERI.

STT(I) : total cross section (barn)
SNT(I) : scattering cross section (barn)
SGT(I) : capture cross section (barn)
SFT(I) : fission cross section (barn)

24. INDEXB(20+4-(NT-l)+4):

(SAT(N),N=1,NG), (CAPT(N),N=1,NG), (XNUFMT(N),N=1,NG),
(FIST(N),N=1,NG)

Group cross sections after correction for the temperature in the epithermal and
thermal energy ranges.

SAT(N) : absorption cross section. The definition is as follows:
SAT(N) = STTG(N) - SIGTR(N) + SIGA(N)
With: STTG(N) = max (SIGTR(N) , SNTG(N)+CAPT(N)+FIST(N))
For SIGTR, see INDEXB(19)
For SIGA, seeINDEXB(4)
Outside the resonance range, SNTG(N) is the same as SIGNN(N) (see
INDEXB(20)). In the resonance range and for resonance nuclides,
SNTG(N) is calculated in the same way as CAPT(N) (see below)
replacing SGT(w) by SNT(w).

CAPT (N) : Capture cross section. Outside the resonance range:
CAPT(N) = SIGCAP(N) (see INDEXB(9))
In the resonance range:

I rWN(N+i)
CAPT(N) = -=- \ SGT(u>) • é(w) • dw

$NJw.N(N)
WN : group boundaries in lethargy units
w : lethargy
SGT : see point no. 23 above
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4>(w) : weighting spectrum transformed into lethargy units.

FIST(N) : Fission cross section. The calculation is the same as for CAPT(N),
with SFT(u;) in place of SGT(to).

XNUFMT(N) : production cross section, as XNUG(N)-FIST(N) (for XNUG(N), see
INDEXB(17),page 8.13).

8.4 Storage of the Yields of the Fission Products

This storage exists only in LIBRAN; in BDXRAN, MASTIN(202) = 0.

The lists of fission products supplied by ENDF/B-4 are often very large (more than
1000 nuclides), so it is better to handle them with a computer code. This is the
reason why these lists are stored in the library LIBRAN. The format of this storage
is described in the following:

MASTIN(202): (INDEXF(I), I=1,1+NBFI)

1. INDEXF(l): (IDENT(I), I=1,NBFI)

Identification numbers of the fissile nuclides for which a list of fission products is
given.

2. For each fissile nuclide (I = 1,NBFI):

INDEXF(1+I): (ZAT(J), J=1,NFP), (YIELD(J), J=1,NFP)

List of the yields.
(NFP : number of fission products in the list)
ZAT(J) : (Z,A,L) identification of the J-th nuclide of the list:

ZAT(J) = 1000-Z + A + 0.01-L
Z: number of protons
A: number of nucléons
L: excitation level. L is used to distinguish between different isomers

of the same isotope. L = 0 fixes the fundamental leve1.
YIELD(J) : number of atoms ZAT(J) produced per fission of one atom of type

IDENT(I)

8.5 Data of the Delayed Neutrons

The information concerning the delayed neutrons is stored for each fissile nuclide
for which delayed neutrons are described in ENDF/B. The format of this storage is
given in the following:

MASTIN(203): (INDEXD(I), I=1,1+NIBT)
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1. INDEXD(l): ( I D L ( I ) , I=1,NIBT)

Identification numbers of t h e fissile nuclides for which d a t a on the delayed neu-
tron? are given.

2. For each fissile nuclide ( I = 1,NIBT):

INDEXD(1+I): (XLAM(M),M=1,NUF), (BETAR(M),M=1,NUF) ,
(XNUD(N),N=1,NG), ((CHI(N,M),N=1,NG),M=1,NUF)

NUF : number of families of delayed neutrons (parameter no. 15 of the list
for INDEXB(2), page 8.7). If NUF = 0, there are no data given here.

XLAM(M) : decay constant for each family
BETAR(M) : relative number of delayed neutrons produced in each family
XNUD (N) : total number of delayed neutrons created by a fission through a neu-

tron of the energy group N
CHI(N,M) : spectrum of the delayed neutrons in each family. The normalisation

is such that : J2N CHI(N,M) = 1.0 for each M.
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Appendices

A.I Weighting Spectrum

The weighting spectrum used when lspec has been given the value 3 contains three
regions:

1. a thermal region, where the spectrum is a modified Maxwellian spectrum. The
upper boundary of the thermal region, Eth., is equal to ERI (see the option
GROUPS of the MICROS input);

2. an epithermal region, with a 1/E neutron spectrum;

3. a fast region, with a neutron spectrum typical of that of a LWR cell, given in
400 energy points between 50 keV and 15 MeV.

The modified Maxwellian spectrum is given by the equation:

fth(E) = A-E-

with: a = y/Eo-Eth/2-Eo

Eo =
 2 a f " a T : (A.3)
l-2-a-y/l-A-a V ;

Emax = 0.05 èV (A.4)

pEth/(Eo+a-Eth)
A = -g (A.5)

The parameters of these functions were chosen so as to give a smooth transition
between the modified Maxwellian spectrum and the 1/E function at the thermal
cut-off

In the fast range a transport calculation was done for a homogeneous mixture of the
materials (fuel, clad and water as a moderator) of a typical LWR cell. The water
density was reduced to 0.7 g/cm3 to simulate the conditions of a power reactor. The
flux was calculated in 400 lethargy groups of constant width between 50 keV and
15 MeV.

The value at an arbitrary energy point can be obtained by interpolation between
these results. Between 10 keV and 50 keV an empirical function was determined so
as to guarantee a smooth transition from the Ì/E function to the fast part.

The weighting spectrum is displayed in the following figure.
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Figure A.I: Weighting spectrum used in ETOBOX for the condensation of the
cross sections.
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A.2 Interpolation Schemes
The interpolation schemes described below were taken from the standard ENDF/B
definitions. They are also valid for the weighting spectrum when defined in tabular
form (value of lspec = 1).

If fa and fb are the values of the function f(E) at the two consecutive energy
points Ea and Eb between which the code has to interpolate, then the following
interpolation methods are available, according to the value given to ini,-:

Value of inti Interpolation method

1

2

Constant value: f(E) = fa

Linear interpolation in E and in f(E):

, E-Ea
f(E) = (fb - fa)

Eb-Ea

Logarithmic interpolation in E and linear interpolation in / :

- f ,
- Ja +

{Jb - Ja

Linear interpolation in E and logarithmic interpolation in / :

Ja,

Logarithmic interpolation in E and in / :
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A.3 Reaction Numbers According to ENDF/B

The main reactions used in ETOBOX are identified by the following numbers, ac-
cording to the ENDF/B definitions:

Number

1
2
4
16
17
18
51
;

90
91
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
151
451
452
453
454
455

Symbol of
cross sections

*(*,*)

a(n,2n)

0"(n,3n)

°7

<7(n,n')

ff(n,n')

°"(n,Tr)

V{n4)

0"(n,tfe3)

C(n,a)
a(n,2a)

1/

Reaction description

Total
Elastic scattering
Total inelastic scattering (all levels)
(n,2n)
(n,3n)
Fission

Inelastic scattering for discrete levels

Inelastic scattering for the continuum

(n,7) •
(niP)
(n,d)
(n,t)
(n,3He)
(n,a)
(n,2a)
Resonance parameters
Title
Number of neutrons emitted per fission
Radioactive decay chain data
Fission product yields
Delayed neutrons
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A.4 List of Recommended Fission Energies
In the basic cross section libraries the fission energy given for each fissile nuclide
represents the total of the energy delivered during the fission process, minus the
energy carried away by the neutrinos. In the reactor most of the neutrons which are
not used for a new fission (i.e. v — 1 neutrons) disappear by capture in the materials
of the reactor core. This increases the energy released per fission by the energy pro-
duced in form of 7- or ß-iays during the capture, which amounts to about 10 MeV
per fission event. This capture part is taken into account in the "increase of the
fission energy", which allows a better comparison with the total energy measured in
a power reactor.

However if the calculation results are compared with measurements where the bur-
nup is obtained by the determination of the number of atoms of a given fission
product (for instance Neodymium 14SNd), attention must be given to the fission en-
ergy used to transform the burnup units from "number of fissions per unit volume"
to "MWd/T".

In the following table, the increase of the fission energy, AEf, was calculated as a
mean value over the energy produced by capture in a great number of fission prod-
ucts, and in the common materials found in the grid of a PWR (water, clad, 238U,
etc.). The energy of the neutrinos was deduced. V is the mean number of fission
neutrons in a normal cell of a PWR.

Table A . I : Increase of the fission energy due to neutron captures in a normal
PWR cell

Nuclide

230Th

232Th

2 3 1Pa
233pa

232JJ
2 3 3 U
2 3 4 U
2 3 5 U
236U
2 3 7 U
238U
237Np
238Np

239Np
236pu

237pu

238pu

239pu

V

2.63291
2.44301
2.57955
2.58503
2.82143
2.87860
2.79317
2.99736
2.88018
2.82922
3.02711
2.87042

AEf (MeV)

7.41
7.81
8.00
9.50
7.80
8.50
9.84
8.68
9.51
9.55
11.00
11.34
10.82
12.07
11.35
11.04
12.25
11.30

Nuclide

240pu

241pu

242p u

243pu

244pu

241 Am
242 Am
242m A m

243 Am
241 Cm
242Cm
243Cm
244Cm
245Cm
246Cm
247Cm
248Cm

V

3.07860
2.93690
3.12060
3.02143
3.30734
3.57963
3.27823
3.21107
3.49783
2.77287
3.42027
3.39587
3.52789
3.82619
3.89713
3.60394
3.84601

AEf (MeV)

12.57
11.70
12.83
12.22
13.97
15.64
13.79
13.38
15.14
10.70
14.66
14.51
15.32
17.14
17.58
15.78
17.27

The values for the first 6 nuclides are estimated.
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A.5 List of Nuclides Present in the Library LIBRAN
The present (i.e. in March 1995) list of nuclides on LIBRAN is given below. It was
produced on the basis of JEF-1 with some exceptions:

• 155Gd was taken from JENDL-2, because in JEF-1 the smooth capture cross
section seems to be too high in the resonance range.

• The isotopes of Erbium: 162Er, 164Er, 166Er, 167Er, 168Er and 170Er, were taken
from the Russian file BROND-2.

• Some lumped fission products (idents 23501 to 23903) are taken from ENDF/B-
3. They can be used for normal LWR configurations if it is enough accurate
to take a reduced number of fission products into account (135Xe, 149Sm and
the 6 lumped fission products)

References on the basic libraries:

• J. Rowlands, N. Tubbs:
The Joint Evaluated File: A New Data Resource for Reactor Calculations
Proc. Int. Conf. on Data for Basic and Applied Science, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
May 13-17, 1985, Vol. 2, p. 1493
Gordon and Beach (1986)

• Y. Kikuchi et al.:
Present Status and Benchmark Tests of JENDL-2
Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Data for Science and Technology,
Antwerp, Belgium, Sept. 6-10, 1982, p. 615

• A.I. Blokbin, B.I. Fursov, A.V. Ignatyuk, V.N. Koshcheev, E.V. Kulikov,
B.D. Kuzminov, V.N. Manokhin, M.N. Nikolaev:
Current Status of Russian Evaluated Neutron Data Libraries
(Files BROND-2, FOND and ABBN-90)
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk, Kaluga Region (Russia)
Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Data for Science and Technology,
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, May 9-13, 1994, Vol. 2, p. 695
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No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Went

1001
1002
4009
4109
4209
5000
5010
5011
5412'
6012
6112
7014
7015
8016

11023
12000
13027
14000
20000
23501
23502
23503
23901
23902
23903
24000
25055
26000
26304
26305
28000
28718
36083
40000
42000
42095
42097
42098
42099
43099

(Z,A)

1001.0
1002.0
4009.0
4Ö09.0
4009.0
5000.0
5010.0
5011.0
5412.0
6000.0
6000.0
7014.0
7015.0
8016.0

11023.0
12000.0
13027.0
14000.0
20000.0

401.0
411.0
421.0
402.0
412.0
422.0

24000.0
25055.0
26000.0
26304.0
26305.0
28000.0
28718.0
36083.0

302.0
42000.0
42095.0
42097.0
42098.0
42099.0
43099.0

AWR

0.99917
1.99700
8.93480
8.93480
8.93480

10.71955
9.92690

10.91500
10.95502
11.89690
11.89690
13.88300
14.87130
15.85800
22.79230
24.09630
26.75000
27.84400
39.73600

149.31000
121.55000
112.43000
148.91000
121.15000
114.21000
51.54900
54.46610
55.36500
54.88561
54.94657
58.18260
56.01562
82.20180
90.43600
95.11580
94.09470
96.07750
97.06400
98.05810
98.05660

Res

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

Description

Hydrogen-1
Deuterium
Beryllium, free gas model
Beryllium metal, S(a, ß) matrix
Be in BeO, S(a,ß) matrix
Natural boron
Boron-10
Boron-11
Boron carbide B4C
Carbon-12, free gas model
Carbon in graphite, 5(a, ß) matrix
Nitrogen-14
Nitrogen-15
Oxygen-16
Sodium Na-23
Natural magnesium
Aluminium-27
Natural silicium
Natural calcium
Rapidly saturating lumped FP of U-235
Slowly saturating lumped FP of U-235
Non-saturating lumped FP of U-235
Rapidly saturating lumped FP of Pu-239
Slowly saturating lumped FP of Pu-239
Non-saturating lumped FP of Pu-239
Natural chromium
Manganese-55
Natural iron
Stainless steel SS-304
Stainless steel SS-305
Natural nickel
Inconel-718
Krypton-86 (FP)
Natural zirconium
Natural molybdenum
Molybdenum-95 (FP)
Molybdenum-97 (FP)
Molybdenum-98 (FP)
Molybdenum-99 (FP)
Technetium-99 (FP)
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(Continuation)

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

44101
44102
44103
44444
45103
.45105
46105
46107
46108
47107
47109
47789
48000
48110
48111
48112
48113
48114
49113
49115
53129
53135
54131
54133
54135
55133
55134
55135
55555
57139
58141
58144
59141
59143
60143
60144
60145
60147
60148
61147

44101.0
44102.0
44103.0
44444.0
45103.0
45105.0
46105.0
46107.0
46108.0
47107.0
47109.0
47789.0
48000.0
48110.0
48111.0
48112.0
48113.0
48114.0
49113.0
49115.0
53129.0
53135.0
54131.0
54133.0
54135.0
55133.0
55134.0
55135.0
55555.0
57139.0
58141.0
58144.0
59141.0
59143.0
60143.0
60144.0
60145.0
60147.0
60148.0
61147.0

100.03900
101.02900
102.04100
97.40888

102.02100
104.00500
104.00000
105.98700
106.97700
105.98700
107.96900
108.14302
111.46000
108.95900
109.95200
110.94200
111.93000
112.92500
111.93400
113.91700
127.79800
133.75100
129.78100
131.76400
133.74800
131.76200
132.75700
133.75000
135.85885
137.71300
139.77200
142.67700
139.69800
141.68300
141.68000
142.67400
143.66800
145.65400
146.64600
145.65300

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1

Appendices

Rubidmm-101 (FP)
Rubidium-102 (FP)
Rubidium-103 (FP)
Lumped fission product
Rhodium-103 (FP)
Rhodium-105 (FP)
PaUadium-105 (FP)
Palladium-107 (FP)
Palladium-108 (FP)
Silver-107
Silver-109
Absorber for PWR control rods
Natural cadmium
Cadmium-110
Cadmium-Ill
Cadmium-112
Cadmium-113
Cadmium-114
Indium-113 (FP)
Indium-115 (FP)
Iodine-129 (FP)
Iodine-135 (FP)
Xenon-131 (FP)
Xenon-133 (FP)
Xenon-135 (FP)
Cesium-133 (FP)
Cesium-134 (FP)
Cesium-135 (FP)
Lumped fission product
Lantnanum-139 (FP)
Cerium-141 (FP)
Cerium-144 (FP)
Praseodymium-141 (FP)
Praseodymium-143 (FP)
Neodymium-143 (FP)
Neodymium-144 (FP)
Neodymium-145 (FP)
Neodymium-147 (FP)
Neodymium-148 (FP)
Promethium-147 (FP)
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(Continuation)

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

61148
61149
62147
62148
62149
62150
62151
62152
62153
62154
63151
63153
63154
63155
63156
64154
64155
64156
64157
64158
64160
66160
66161
66162
66163
66164
67165
68166
68167
71175
71176
72000
72174
72176
72177
72178
72179
72180
79197
82000

61148.0
61149.0
62147.0
62148.0
62149.0
62150.0
62151.0
62152.0
62153.0
62154.0
63151.0
63153.0
63154.0
63155.0
63156.0
64154.0
64155.0
64156.0
64157.0
64158.0
64160.0
66160.0
66161.0
66162.0
66163.0
66164.0
67165.0
68166.0
68167.0
71175.0
71176.0
72000.0
72174.0
72176.0
72177.0
72178.0
72179.0
72180.0
79197.0
82000.0

146.64700
147.63900
145.65300
146.64400
147.63800
148.62900
149.62000
150.61500
151.60800
152.60000
149.62300
151.60700
152.60000
153.59200
154.58500
152.59900
153.59200
154.66000
155.57600
156.56800
158.55300
158.55100
159.54500
160.53600
161.52900
162.52000
163.51400
164.50500
165.49800
173.43800
174.43000
176.95648
172.44600
174.42900
175.42000
176.41100
177.41300
178.40400
195.27400
205.43000

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

Piomethium-148 (FP)
Promethium-149 (FP)
Samarium-147 (FP)
Samaxium-148 (FP)
Samaxium-149 (FP)
Samarium-150 (FP)
Samarium-151 (FP)
Samarium-152 (FP)
Samariuin-153 (FP)
Samarium-154 (FP)
Europium-151 (FP)
Europium-153 (FP)
Europium-154 (FP)
Europium-155 (FP)
Europium-156 (FP)
Gadolinium-154
GadoliniuTn-155
Gadolinium-156
Gadolinium-157
Gadolinium-158
Gadolinium-160
Dysprosmm-160
Dysprosium-161
Dysprosium-162
Dysprosium-163
Dysprosium-164
Holmium-165
Erbium-166 from JEF-1
Erbium-167 from JEF-1
Lutetium-175
Lutetium-176
Natural Hafnium
Hafnium-174 (burnable poison)
Hafnium-176 (burnable poison)
Hafnium-177 (burnable poison)
Hafnium-178 (burnable poison)
Hafnium-179 (burnable poison)
Hafnium-180 (burnable poison)
Gold-179
Natural lead
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90230
90232
91231
91233
92232
92233
92234
92235
92236
92237
92238
93237
93238
93239
94236
94237
94238

138 94239
139 94240
140
141
142
143
144 95241
145 95242

95243
96241
96242
96243
96244
96245
96246
96247

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137

94241
94242
94243
94244

146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154 96248
155 161148
156 195242
157 468162
158 468164
159 468166
160 468167
161 468168
162 468170

90230.0 228.06000 1 Thorium-230
90232.0 230.04000 1 Thorium-232
91231.0 229.05000 1 Protactinium-231
91233.0 231.03800 1 Protactinium-233
92232.0 230.04000 1 Uranium-232
92233.0 231.04300 1 Uranium-233
92234.0 232.03000 1 Uranium-234
92235.0 233.02500 1 Uranium-235
92236.0 234.01800 1 Uranium-236
92237.0 235.01200 1 Uranium-237
92238.0 236.00600 1 Uranium-23'8
93237.0 235.01200 1 Neptunium-237
93238.0 236.00600 1 Neptunium-238
93239.0 236.99900 0 Neptunium-239
94236.0 234.01800 1 Plutonium-236
94237.0 235.01200 0 Plutonium-237
94238.0 236.16700 1 Plutonium-238
94239.0 236.99900 1 Plutonium-239
94240.0 237.99200 1 Plutonium-240
94241.0 238.98600 1 Plutonium-241
94242.0 239.97900 1 Plutonium-242
94243.0 240.97400 1 Plutonium-243
94244.0 241.96800 1 Plutonium-244
95241.0 238.98600 1 Americium-241
95242.0 239.98100 0 Americium-242
95243.0 240.97300 1 Americium-243
96241.0 238.98700 0 Curium-241 "
96242.0 239.97900 1 Curium-242
96243.0 240.97300 1 Curium-243
96244.0 241.96600 1 Curium-244
96245.0 242.96000 1 Curium-245
96246.0 243.95300 1 Curium-246
96247.0 244.95000 1 Curium-247
96248.0 245.94100 1 Curium-248
61148.1 146.64700 1 Promethium-148-m (FP)
95242.1 239.98100 1 Americium-242m
68162.0 160.53800 1 Erbium-162 (burnable poison)
68164.0 162.52100 1 Erbium-164 (burnable poison)
6816G.0 164.50500 1 Erbium-166 (burnable poison)
68167.0 165.49800 1 Erbium-167 (burnable poison)
68168.0 166.49000 1 Erbium-168 (burnable poison)
68170.0 168.47600 1 Erbium-170 (burnable poison)

from BROND-v;
from BROND-2
from BROND-2
from BROND-2
from BROND-2
from BROND-2



A.6 Yields of the fìssion products A.U

A.6 Yields of the fission products
The fission product yields used in the present library for burnup calculations with
the code BOXER were taken from the JEF-2 library (2^8) and summed along the
isobar list until the first nuclide of the same isobar present on the BOXER library
LIBRAN, according to the formula:

n=0

(A, Z): nuclide of mass number A and proton number Z which exists on LIBRAN.

Here Z—N is the number of protons of the first nuclide the yield of which is given for
the isobar A in the list on ENDF/B-6. For nuclides "shielded" by other preceding
isobaric nuclides, of course the sum over n extends only to the next existing isobar
on LIBRAN:

M

y(A,Z + M) = *£.y(A,Z + M -n) (M > 0)
71=0

Yields of the fission products used in LIBRAN

F.P.

90232
92233
92234
92235
92236
92238
93237
93238
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95242
95243
96242
96243
96244
96245

36083

2.22659E-02
1.01042E-02
8.27821E-03
5.18673E-03
6.84461E-03
3.96683E-03
4.84062E-03
2.63780E-03
1.49078E-03
2.87791E-03
2.27347E-03
2.00983E-03
1.78991E-03
1.81051E-03
2.46452E-03
1.31162E-03
6.49418E-04
1.05118E-03
1.15792E-03
1.74788E-03

42095

5.62517E-02
6.40705E-02
6.05654E-02
6.56224E-02
6.09183E-02
5.12289E-02
5.87035E-02
5.85250E-02
5.55724E-02
4.92002E-02
4.53586E-02
3.98263E-02
3.56667E-02
4.03134E-02
3.54904E-02
2.93250E-02
2.92575E-02
2.81076E-02
1.65671E-02
2.55156E-02

42097

4.46091E-02
5.57281E-02
7.13323E-02
5.98972E-02
5.29816E-02
5.52665E-02
5.95279E-02
5.93278E-02
5.71920E-02
5.23152E-02
5.27321E-02
4.74808E-02
4.45664E-02
4.98101E-02
4.70203E-02
4.11075E-02
4.29085E-02
3.72364E-02
3.12346E-02
3.41811E-02

42098

3.64289E-02
5.17718E-02
5.49698B-02
5.77758E-02
5.72309E-02
5.72211E-02
6.43262E-02
5.16201E-02
5.77830E-02
6.05361E-02
5.60298E-02
5.23805E-02
4.79208E-02
5.72023E-02
4.92773E-02
4.01308E-02
4.97375&-02
4.19564E-02
3.47921E-02
3.60950E-02

42099

2.96290E-02
4.91877E-02
7.36967E-02
6.18568E-02
5.51257E-02
6.23498E-02
6.66909E-02
4.84030E-02
6.05959E-02
6.18001E-02
6.32965E-02
5.69170E-02
5.21078E-02
6.58624E-02
5.70381E-02
4.16104E-02
5.70397E-02
5.07055E-02
3.75083E-02
3.82822E-02

43099

2.18489E-11
1.36728E-07
4.34719E-08
4.29905E-09
1.54913E-09
8.50540E-11
1.93438E-08
5.41660E-09
3.76977E-07
8.25240E-08
6.33810E-08
6.95190E-09
2.99051E-09
6.04860E-07
1.61500E-07
2.92353E-08
3.94177E-06
1.71251E-06
3.32061E-07
1.98473E-07
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Yields of the fission products used in LIBRAN (continuation)

F.P.

90232
92233
92234
92235
92236
92238
93237
93238
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95242
95243
96242
96243
96244
96245

44101

8.49770E-03
3.13864E-02
4.38298E-02
5.15407E-02
5.25368E-02
6.67352E-02
6.86560E-02
5.87240E-02
6.76569E-02
6.18814E-02
6.58530E-02
5.99953E-02
5.71008E-02
6.78345E-02
5.69061E-02
5.21841E-02
6.61866E-02
6.60096E-02
6.12546E-02
5.71321E-02

44102

3.71142E-03
2.43147E-02
2.67011E-02
4.28978E-02
6.38659E-02
6.45080E-02
6.64810E-02
7.10419E-02
7.04034E-02
6.10517E-02
6.73039E-02
6.39385E-02
6.20208E-02
6.65965E-02
5.98071E-02
5.85010E-02
6.99745E-02
7.23792E-02
6.70656E-02
6.04180E-02

44103

1.54189E-03
1.56074E-02
1.34222E-02
3.03288E-02
4.63214E-02
6.09045E-02
5.93879E-02
7.70332E-02
7.82799E-02
6.95258E-02
6.88971E-02
7.11540E-02
5.90879E-02
7.02094E-02
7.65867E-02
6.14831E-02
7.52985E-02
6.20525E-02
6.98688E-02
6.36536E-02

45103

0.00000E+00
6.26655E-10
8.99310E-11
1.69921E-11
7.83954E-12
2.55955E-13
1.41055E-10
6.32683E-11
8.30590E-09
1.04670E-09
7.44940E-10
6.40004E-11
2.07388E-11
1.15668E-08
3.00011E-09
4.21835E-10
1.51937E-07
4.95286E-08
1.13180E-08
5.15587E-09

45105

7.10573E-04
5.00446E-03
2.18538E-03
9.59038E-03
1.77022E-02
3.75447E-02
2.59230E-02
4.76600E-02
5.77199E-02
5.76751E-02
5.55788E-02
6.05383E-02
6.40199E-02
6.43383E-02
6.75690E-02
6.58432E-02
9.42765E-02
6.42883E-02
9.28225E-02
6.53665E-02

46105

0.00000E+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OO000E+O0
8.99975E-15
6.45950E-12
3.59160E-12
8.48310E-10
9.23570E-11
5.65480E-11
4.56940E-12
1.57800E-12
1.33000E-09
2.94720E-10
4.50280E-11
2.79400E-08
7.10550E-09
1.67790E-09
5.72940E-10

F.P.

90232
92233
92234
92235
92236
92238
93237
93238
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95242
95243
96242
96243
96244
96245

46107

5.35701E-04
1.15374E-03
7.36595E-04
1.39141E-03
4.87508E-03
1.81941E-02
7.94412E-03
1.68679E-02
2.17913E-02
3.17844E-02
2.86356E-02
5.16700E-02
7.37024E-02
4.71269E-02
5.73683E-02
7.17406E-02
5.45297E-02
6.42224E-02
6.55324E-02
5.67370E-02

46108

5.47750E-04
7.95048E-04
6.10810E-04
5.70481E-04
2.47682E-03
5.37159E-03
4.17086E-03
8.91395E-03
1.54029E-02
2.05805E-02
2.08577E-02
4.08476E-02
5.09875E-02
3.02233E-02
4.04845E-02
5.45435E-02
3.92963E-02
4.13644E-02
5.38663E-02
6.52082E-02

47107

O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.0O000E+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
5.58139E-11
7.90240E-12
5.73077E-12
7.11653E-14
3.35149E-14
2.16509E-10
5.08267E-11
8.54850E-12
3.82084E-09
2.03585E-09
2.41446E-10
1.31865E-10

47109

5.60419E-04
4.77262E-04
5.76638E-04
2.83469E-04
1.39837E-03
1.55234E-03
2.15186E-03
4.51303E-03
1.37870E-02
1.51738E-02
1.74426E-02
2.73183E-02
2.70299E-02
1.95645E-02
2.87857E-02
4.35858E-02
2.83630E-02
4.13677E-02
4.82033E-02
5.10926E-02

53129

4.19752E-03
1.79465E-02
7.30807E-03
7.76380E-03
9.64604E-03
6.19827E-03
1.00339E-02
1.32133E-02
1.95551E-02
1.40174E-02
1.60370E-02
1.21690E-02
9.55813E-03
1.32916E-02
8.82418E-03
1.50042E-02
1.39445E-02
1.23957E-02
7.77874E-03
1.08344E-02

54131

1.70919E-02
3.52439E-02
2.98538E-02
2.88270E-02
3.08253E-02
3.29817E-02
3.77929E-02
3.49607E-02
5.24892E-02
3.86601E-02
3.58128E-02
3.06061E-02
3.09333E-02
3.42306E-02
3.46358E-02
3.6827SE-02
3.6791s »E-02
3.31210E-02
3.10098E-02
3.07248E-02
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Yields of the fission products used in LIBRAN (continuation)

F.P.

90232
92233
92234
92235
92236
92238
93237
93238
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95242
95243
96242
96243
96244
96245

54133

4.44638E-02
6.00063E-02
7.45434E-02
6.60043E-02
6.88279E-02
6.71663E-02
6.52549E-02
5.77290E-02
7.75483E-02
6.90198E-02
6.99663E-02
6.51820E-02
6.79906E-02
5.35586E-02
4.70781E-02
5.48094E-02
5.74649E-02
5.31198E-02
5.91274E-02
5.40109E-02

54135

5.43019E-02
5.87460E-02
7.56845E-02
6.54182E-02
6.19834E-02
6.56255E-02
7.78066E-02
8.43473E-02
7.67753E-02
7.22829E-02
7.56722E-02
7.26756E-02
6.92238E-02
8.62969E-02
7.41271E-02
7.21393E-02
8.50939E-02
6.08452É-02
7.50681E-02
6.50674E-02

55133

3.90630E-11
8.28110E-07
1.06710E-07
3.33800E-09
1.50330E-09
1.44060E-11
3.46890E-08
4.64160E-09
9.93360E-07
1.45570E-07
3.07420E-08
2.55140E-09
4.25960E-10
4.26790E-07
6.30530E-08
9.91500E-09
1.76100E-05
1.33110E-06
8.75200E-07
4.89430E-08

55134

4.32825E-09
1.76963E-05
4.74462E-06
2.03604E-07
1.2C355E-07
2.01595E-09
1.32260E-06
2.84631E-07
2.74451E-05
5.64224E-06
1.70796E-06
1.78887E-07
4.59172E-08
1.50036E-05
3.31894E-06
6.02655E-07
3.10569E-04
4.28851E-05
2.71302E-05
2.59861E-06

55135

1.93705E-07
2.41099E-04
8.77600E-05
7.02390E-06
3.26520E-06
1.00990E-07
3.68110E-05
1.20090E-05
4.03160E-04
1.13740E-04
4.34490E-05
6.48430E-06
1.83577E-06
3.47250E-04
9.01980E-05
2.14807E-05
3.11330E-03
5.58290E-04
4.03770E-04
7.28200E-05

57139

7.07319E-02
6.42848E-02
6.33559E-02
6.49268E-02
6.39145E-02
5.90653E-02
5.74386E-02
5.52011E-02
5.92159E-02
5.67742E-02
5.70858E-02
5.71722E-02
6.00946E-02
7.36225E-02
6.13000E-02
5.55116E-02
6.61049E-02
6.74214E-02
7.27470E-02
7.34529E-02

F.P.

90232
92233
92234
92235
92236
92238
93237
93238
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95242
95243
96242
96243
96244
96245

58141

7.33039E-02
6.47891E-02
6.25721E-02
5.87688E-02
5.34683E-02 .
5.92728E-02
6.05526E-02
5.00301E-02
5.53648E-02
5.20327E-02
4.61477E-02
4.87532E-02
5.81838E-02
4.77249E-02
5.56044E-02
5.29072E-02
5.24224E-02
5.26129E-02
5.78376E-02
5.48539E-02

58144

7.66589E-02
4.60132E-02
• 4.36050E-02
5.47168E-02
4.65684E-02
4.40448E-02
3.92117E-02
4.01984E-02
3.11810E-02
3.75227E-02
3.98155E-02
4.06089E-02
4.29238E-02
3.36599E-02
3.91008E-02
3.72555E-02
3.21587E-02
3.23440E-02
3.93959E-02
4.25248E-02

59141

O.OOOOOE+00
1.95910E-09
1.23560E-10
1.53780E-12
3.80591E-13
O.OOOOOE+00
2.18830E-11
2.21700E-12
2.23410E-09
1.54100E-10
3.02450E-U
9.86350E-13
1.53592E-13
1.32980E-09
1.51010E-10
1.00560E-11
1.05970E-07
8.21350E-09
2.06730E-09
1.41000E-10

59143

6.50708E-02
5.78073E-02
5.17166E-02
5.95669E-02
5.02092E-02
4.82247E-02
5.05170E-02
4.41231E-02
3.90050E-02
4.46927E-02
4.52627E-02
4.37301E-02
4.61223E-02
3.80645E-02
4.70707E-02
3.90776E-02
3.92819E-02
4.05710E-02
3.88132E-02
4.57501E-02

60143

0.0000OE+OO
2.81440E-10
1.20680E-11
1.56541E-13
2.84633E-14
O.00000E+OO
1.93680E-12
1.80959E-13
2.30720E-10
1.47830E-11
2.84260E-12
7:54674E-14
7.95891E-15
1.43980E-10
1.55600E-11
7.52752E-13
1.32620E-08
9.23820E-10
1.66520E-10
1.33320E-11

60144

3.99337E-09
1.53046E-05
4.06786E-06
2.45816E-07
8.52427E-08
1.09511E-09
9.34539E-07
2.23932E-07
2.00870E-05
4.22062E-06
1.95466E-06
1.34566E-07
4.55576E-08
1.86817E-05
4.65309E-06
7.31390E-07
2.34383E-04
5.60463E-05
2.51187E-05
5.43281E-06
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Yields of the fission products used in LIBRAN (continuation)

F.P.

90232
92233
92234
92235
92236
92238
93237
93238
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95242
95243
96242
96243
96244
96245

60145

5.20729E-02
3.36383E-02
3.51414E-02
3.93853E-02
4.25664E-02
3.95558E-02
3.23617E-02
3.49613E-02
2.69184E-02
3.05536E-02
3.14750E-02
3.11450E-02
3.41910E-02
3.19006E-02
3.43216E-02
3.67842E-02
2.57901E-02
3.33499E-02
2.07992E-02
3.08500E-02

60147

3.08417E-02
1.78503E-02

. 1.96029E-02
2.27093E-02
2.04824E-02
2.66403E-02
2.53981E-02
2.32899E-02
1.54126E-02
2.05361E-02
2.16948E-02
2.27111E-02
2.38498E-02
1.97930E-02
2.58902E-02
2.46551E-02
1.06497E-02
1.94075E-02
1.57910E-02
2.53356E-02

60148

1.96892E-02
1.27723E-02
1.35634E-02
1.67686E-02
1.93604E-02
2.28450E-02
1.95772E-02
1.80326E-02
1.07488E-02
1.68945E-02
1.81225E-02
1.86398E-02
2.02229E-02
1.55292E-02
2.04335E-02
1.88364E-02
6.57622E-03
1.63501E-02
1.27538E-02
2.19871E-02

61147

1.77081E-13
1.68670E-08
2.28600E-09
6.44630E-11
1.27600E-11
5.75824E-14
5.83420E-10
8.23470E-11
3.02330E-08
3.51550E-09
1.12310E-09
4.30110E-11
7.18520E-12
3.17550E-08
5.37050E-09
4.19990E-10
6.23610E-07
1.57800E-07
2.65370E-08
5.74140E-09

61148

3.33330E-12
7.18380E-08
1.60440E-08
7.02820E-10
2.20580E-10
1.67470E-12
5.03040E-09
9.09600E-10
1.48670E-07
2.73010E-08
1.12200E-08
5.8.1350E-10
1.32000E-10
1.91180E-07
4.25100E-08
4.60470E-09
1.9Ï580E-06
8.57690E-07
1.64590E-07
5.25O70E-08

161148

9.08570E-12
1.68260E-07
4.37310E-08
1.64620E-09
6.01240E-10
4.56500E-12
1.17830E-08
2.13050E-09
3.48220E-07
6.39440E-08
3.05840E-08
1.36160E-09
3.59800E-10
4.47780E-07
9.95700E-08
1.07850E-08
4.48740E-06
2.00890E-06
3.85520E-07
1.22980E-07

F.P.

90232
92233
92234
92235
92236
92238
93237
93238
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95242
95243
96242
96243
96244
96245

61149

1.15315E-02
7.64490E-03
9.00904E-03
1.05077E-02
1.54140E-02
1.68235E-02
1.64888E-02
1.35655E-02
9.19271E-03
1.25393E-02
1.34079E-02
1.45131E-02
1.59409E-02
1.26628E-02
1.86191E-02
1.73301E-02
5.28921E-03
1.30055E-02
1.57545E-02
1.93488E-02

62147

O.OOOOOE+00
1.01850E-12
3.90903E-14-
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
O.0O0O0E+OO
6.07847E-15
0.00000E+00
1.29190E-12
5.88175E-14
1.14249E-14
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
1.12480E-12
9.19265E-14
3.24046E-15
8.13520E-11
9.10920E-12
8.53369E-13
9.10799E-14

62148 "

0.00000É+00
6.34480E-11
3.70760E-12
5.90673E-14
1.00926E-14

0.00OOOE+OO
8.07101E-13
8.23161E-14
9.43060E-11
6.85200E-12
1.56140E-12
3.77164E-14
3.94476E-15
9.66460E-11
1.03970E-11
5.06511E-13
3.33430E-09
6.76720E-10
7.10100E-11
1.14750E-11

62149

6.27449E-15
1.79350E-09
1.96250E-10
4.49980E-12
1.09790E-12
3.03924E-15
5.95210E-11
6.61370E-12
4.15000E-09
3.74570E-10
1.02910E-10
3.36540E-12
4.95069E-13
4.29310E-09
6.53870E-10
4.34070E-11
7.73120E-08
2.32280E-08
4.81160E-09
7.54910E-10

62150

1.29627E-08
1.59404E-05
7.96128E-06
7.60190E-07
4.26865E-07
1.04183E-08
4.60340E-06
1.16349E-06
1.77604E-05
1.64155E-05
9.55227E-06
9.39967E-07
3.89829E-07
6.64736E-05
2.46896E-05
5.77388E-06
2.58383E-04
1.73611E-04
6.98692E-05
3.31016E-05

62151

4.14976E-03
3.35345E-03
3.46586E-03
4.16521E-03
7.46518E-03
8.10005E-03
7.95749E-03
6.78146E-03
2.36705E-03
7.62794E-03
8.42737E-03
8.40473E-03
9.97103E-03
8.00787E-03
1.06025E-02
1.10957E-02
5.54909E-03
1.19188E-02
6.96204E-03
1.16476E-02
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Yields of the fission products used in LIBRAN (continuation)

F.P.

90232
92233
92234
92235
92236
92238
93237
93238
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95242
95243
96242
96243
96244
96245

62152

2.82822E-03
1.95856E-03
1.89694E-03
2.59165E-03
5.45100E-03
5.56585E-03
5.34853E-03
4.53326E-03
2.01366E-03
5.87186E-03
6.39370E-03
7.99625E-03
7.70857E-03
6.69252E-03
7.88446E-03
7.18622E-03
5.05744E-03
6.10129E-03
6.05844E-03
5.00337E-03

62153

2.06297E-03
1.25642E-03
9.60628E-04
1.51373E-03
2.62018E-03
3.43461E-03
3.90523E-03
2.93080E-03
1.57491E-03
3.96358E-03
5.11627E-03
4.94448E-03
5.75046E-03
5.70268E-03
7.45354E-03
5.42123E-03
4.18362E-03
4.56523E-03
5.23831E-03
9.22490E-03

62154

4.73432E-04
4.62056E-04
4.75942E-04
7.28745E-04
1.33492E-03
2.39052E-03
2.72997E-03
1.82748E-03

' 1.12161E-03
2.79128E-03
3.03335E-03
4.01333E-03
4.29888E-03
4.04563E-03
5.12958E-03
4.27020E-03
3.21120E-03
3.00535E-03
3.95209E-03
6.78810E-03

63153

6.76760E-13
2.43360E-08
3.64010E-09
2.42110E-10
8.04830E-11
5.41510E-13
3.17350E-09
4.54920E-10
8.30720E-08
2.13450E-08
1.11750E-08
4.52270E-10
1.10900E-10
2.71510E-07
5.75440E-08
4.41670E-09
4.15290E-06
9.42680E-07
2.34440E-07
8.70450E-08

63154

9.25120E-12
1.16520E-07
3.96980E-08
3.16480E-09
1.56200E-09
2.54070E-11
4.88210E-08
7.52620E-09
8.03030E-07
2.80310E-07
1.55929E-07
1.08780E-08
3.49460E-09
2.72500E-06
7.05530E-07
8.31590E-08
2.70820E-05
6.83040E-06
2.51290E-06
1.19100E-06

63155

1.09201E-04
2.26588E-04
2.38400E-04
3.23858E-04
6.39139E-04
1.22670E-03
1.82472E-03
1.09897E-03
7.37307E-04
2.05660E-03
2.39552E-03
3.81649E-03
2.84396E-03
2.96090E-03
3.87794E-03
3.32463E-03
2.36014E-03
1.90061E-03
2.87838E-03
4.71814E-03

F.P.

90232
92233
92234
92235
92236
92238
93237
93238
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95242
95243
96242
96243
96244
96245

63156

2.50957E-05
1.12668E-04
1.17234E-04
1.27016E-04
2.81402E-04
6.31761E-04
1.17798E-03
6.37603E-04
4.54331E-04
1.07054E-03
1.70708E-03
3.09243E-03
1.90916E-03
2.37740E-03
2.91190E-03
2.16794E-03
1.62698E-03
1.24457E-03
2.03365E-03
3.39826E-03

64154

1.11077E-16
8.86290E-11
8.08390E-12
2.79520E-13
5.91751E-14
0.OO00OE+00
7.41150E-12
6.45190E-13
5.22720E-10
6.91390E-11
1.97220E-11
6.72880E-13
8.97919E-14
1.44890E-09
1.78050E-10
9.14900E-12
4.85750E-08
5.89030E-09
1.09040E-09
2.79260E-10

64155

8-48876E-16
1.18130E-09
1.88449E-10
9.00820E-12
2.35604E-12
3.83526E-15
2.60346E-10
2.53148E-11
9.38040E-09
2.08176E-09
7.73970E-10
4.47410E-11
5.31320E-12
3.04767E-08
5.15880E-09
3.70710E-10
6.09140E-07
8.75020E-08
2.35325E-08
7.59270E-09

64156

5.98090E-14
1.20720E-08
2.44150E-09
1.88080E-10
5.26770E-11
6.51030E-13
6.40930E-09
7.01160E-10
1.10730E-07
3.08230E-08
1.61490E-08
1.80380E-09
1.89320E-10
4.80730E-07
1.03560E-07
8.79410E-09
4.82070E-06
9.33820E-07
3.33580E-07
1.37450E-07

64157

7.76537E-06
6.74507E-05
5.43981E-05
6.31319E-05
1.31821E-04
3.19406E-04
6.33516E-04
3.56991E-04
2.64901E-04
7.52585E-04
1.30633E-03
2.74076E-03
1.24833E-03
1.59252E-03
1.64924E-03
1.33985E-03
1.07816E-03
9.68344E-04
1.44675E-03
2.69613E-03

64158

2.21688E-06
2.53869E-05
2.35960E-05
2.81863E-05
5.80601E-05
1.62715E-04
3.28987E-04
1.92933E-04
1.46637E-04
3.95424E-04
6.41357E-04
1.88823E-03
7.95434E-04
1.05827E-03
9.65567E-04
8.04518E-04
6.82800E-04
7.45930E-04
9.26354E-04
1.95654E-03
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Yields of the fission products used in LIBRAN (continuation)

F.P.

90232
92233
92234
92235
92236
92238
93237
93238
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95242
95243
96242
96243
96244
96245

64160

1.41898E-07
3.36953E-06
3.71129E-06
2.93374E-06
1.00198E-05
3.09615E-05
7.84340E-05
5.06491E-05
3.90899E-05
1.01713E-04
1.97909E-04
1.03113E-03
2.97995E-Ó4
3.88480E-04
3.43406E-04
3.26319E-04
2.36922E-04
3.58853E-04
3.62799E-04
7.84115E-04

44444

7.95989E-01
6.92714E-01
6.45021E-01
6.14434E-01
5.79087E-01
5.15880E-01
5.13376E-01
4.96790E-01
4.44667E-01
4.56712E-01
4.57525E-01
4.26067E-01
4.25293E-01
4.20970E-01
4.23064E-01
4.36462E-01
3.95568E-01
4.28109E-01
4.20643E-01
4.43743E-01

55555

4.70386E-01
5.15499E-01
5.06920E-01
4.95245E-01
4.99309E-01
4.90705E-01
4.83728E-01
5.12127E-01
5.17856E-01
5.11071E-01
5.01027E-01
5.06190E-01
4:87026E-01
5.07545E-01
4.93106E-01
5.07883E-01
5.41207E-01
5.38304E-01
5.25591E-01
4.82891E-01
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A.7 Producing an Executable Deck of ETOBOX
ETOBOX is written in standard ASCII FORTRAN-77, in this sense it is believed
that it can run on any computer with 64 bit words. It counts 182 subroutines
and about 18400 lines. Some other routines of general character are taken from a
subroutine library called LWRLIB. Some of the routines of LWRLIB, for instance for
the reference of the date and time, are computer dependent, and must be adjusted to
each computer where they are to be used6. Presently BOXER runs on two platforms:

• on a CONVEX computer,

• on a SUN work station.

It is necessary for all the code system to run with 64 bit words for the integers as well
as for the reals because of the dynamic reservation used throughout the code. To
prepare an executable deck of ETOBOX the following scheme is recommended. All
the following examples are given in UNIX, the operating language on both computers
on which ETOBOX runs in the moment. For other languages (VMS, NOS/VE, etc.)
some translated equivalent should be used:

• The code BOXER may use a virtual file to store the current results instead of
storing them on a real disk file. To do so the routine DPENMX uses a pointed
vector treated with the C routine memadj . c. This routine is included in OPENMX
as comment lines. If BOXER is also to be used, this C routine should be
extracted from OPENMX, compiled and added to the library of compiled routines
(see the BOXER user's manual (2/7) for detailed explanations). If not, the
routine OPENMX should be modified in such a way as to suppress the reference
to the routine MALLOC. The lines to be suppressed are noticed in the routine
OPENMX.

• Then compile all routines of LWRLIB:

f s p l i t LWRLIB
On the CONVEX: f c -p8 -DCONVEX -fpp -72 - c * . f
On the SUN: first transform the f extension of all files into a F extension:

* . f - + * . F
then compile as: f77 - r 8 -03 -DSUN - c * .F

• All compiled routines (included memadj.o) should be stored together as a
subroutine library, using both commands7:

ar re . . . /lwrlib.a *.o
ranlib .../lwrlib.a

6Transfers of bytes to calculate the address of random access records in the subroutine RDTRAN
have given troubles on a DEC Alpha computer, where it seems that the bytes are numbered from
the right to the left instead of being numbered from the left to the right as on CONVEX or SUN.
The same problem could also appear in other subroutines, but it was not detected till now

7In some new operating systems like SOLARIS the second command: ranlib, should not be
used.
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The ' . . . ' are put here for the name of the directory where the library LWRLIB
is stored.

• Now ETOBOX can be transformed into an executable deck, for instance with
the following commands:

rm *.f
f s p l i t ETOBOX

On the CONVEX: fc -p8 -72 -o etobox.exe *.f . . . / l v r l i b . a
On the SUN : f77 - r8 -03 -o etobox.exe *.f . . . / l w r l i b . a

But taking into account the large number of subroutines of ETOBOX it would
also be profitable to collect all the compiled routines onto a subroutine library,
in a way analogous to what was done for LWRLIB, because this would make
some future modifications much easier to perform.


